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ABSTRACT 

The 1960s marked an era of unprecedented unrest among 

American youth. Historians have usually considered this youthful 

movement of protest to have had two distinct wings: the political, 

known as the New Left; and the cultural, given the term 

Counterculture. Youth rebellion is usually examined as having been 

either one or the other. Yowever, while examinations of the New 

Left or the Counterculture are useful, it is important not to ignore or 

downplay the connections between the two social tendencies. The 

political and cultural youth movements were linked in the 1960s in 

what one could call experiential politics. 

Both the political and the cultural elements of the youth 

movement had aspects of the other inherent within them from their 

outset, but these links were especially apparent in the last three 

years of the decade. Not only were countercultural influences central 

to ostensibly political movements, but counterculture can best be 

defined as an inherently political movement when politics are 

discussed broadly rather than through more old fashioned definitions 

of politics as something pertaining only to politicians. 

The central link between the two tendencies was the importance 

of experience as an end in itself. Although often cited as an 

important element of the Counterculture, the experiential qualities of 

politics among youth in the Sixties, which was what gave it the 

particular power and self-destruc tiveness it contained, is of ten 

overlooked. Taken together these political and cultural activities can 



be seen as intertwined elements of an overall youth movement in the 

1960s in America, a movement which sought fundamental changes in 

all facets of American society. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The late 1960s were characterized by the largest wave of youth 

activism ever to sweep the American nation. It is the purpose of this 

thesis to show that the New Left and the Counterculture were 

essentially part of the same activist sentiment that was driving 

American youth. Such an approach challenges the current school of 

thought which argues that the political and cultural movements of 

dissent had, in the words of former underground newspaper editor 

Abe Peck an "approach-avoidance relationship" throughout the 

turbulent era2 

Most surveys of twentieth century American history, examine 

the New Left and the Counterculture in distinct sections which, of 

course, enhance the perception of separation.2 Timothy Miller 

supports this approach in his engaging study of the Counterculture 

and its reactions to and impact on American values. Miller contends 

that while there was a relationship between the two groups, on the 

whole "the hippie counterculture and the New Left pitched thektents 

The term "approach-avoidance" comes from Abe Peck, . . 
and Times of the U n w u n d  Press (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985), p. xv. 

2 Some examples of this practice can be found in Robert Divine, et al. A m e r i c e  
m d  Present Vol. II: From 1865 (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresrnan and Co., 1984); David 
A. Horowitz, Peter N. Carroll and David Lee, on The M e :  A wary of W i c a  Suu;e 
Wr ld  War U (St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1989); James T. Patterson, 

erica tn The Twent eth Cent~ly, 3rd Edition (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
1989); George Brown Tindall, -a: A Nar~t ive &&xy Vol. U, 2nd Edition (New 
York: W.W. Norton, 1988); and John A. Garraty and Robert A. McCaughey, UU; 
American Nation: A History of The United St-, 6th Edition (New York: Harper & Row, 
1987). Occaionally these texts will allude to connections between the New Left and the 
Counterculture, usually with reference to how some student radicals were influenced by 
the cultural movement. 



in distinct but adjacent campsites"3 Miller maintains that the political 

and cultural would always be connected by a distaste for the 

perceived evils in American society; specifically racism, the draft, and 

Vietnam. Stil l ,  he emphasizes the distinctions between the two. While 

mutual rejection may have characterized extremists in either camp, 

the vast majority of the youths caught up in the turmoil perceived 

the movements essentially as a whole. 

Any analysis of the upheaval of the 1960s which splits cultural 

from political dissent follows the path of least analytic resistance. 

This thesis will point toward a synthesis between the two groups 

which is only alluded to, downplayed or dismissed by most historians. 

A synthetic view of the Counterculture and the New Left will offer 

new possibilities for interpreting the 1960s and its legacies. This 

thesis will involve more analysis than narrative, and will concentrate 

on numerous examples of links between the New Left and 

Counterculture, and of shared values, ideas and desire for change. 

A synthesis, does not imply a monolithic political and cultural 

upheaval. Rather, culture and politics were connected in the Sixties, 

or any other time for that matter, in ways which were complex and 

fluid. 

One reason for the consistent separation of the two groups is the 

narrow definition of "political" in most Sixties historiography. One of 

the first histories of the 1 96Os, William O'Neill's Coming Apart, 

illustrates the persistent view of the political when he suggested that 

Timothy Miller, The and w n  Valuep 
. . , (Knoxville: University of 

Tennessee Press, 1 991 ), p. 1 3. 



the Counterculture was, in fact, "destructive" to the New Left,"for it 

created a false sense of constituency." 
When millions of youngsters smoked dope and damned the 

Establishment it was hard for radicals not to think that they 

might be politicized and turned to good account. Radicals wasted a 

lot of time and effort proving this couldn't be done. Yet they 

found the counter-culture so alluring that it drew them in even 

so. The counter-culture was politically debilitating on the one 

hand, while on the other it led radicals to adopt a style that most 

Americans loathed, thus adding to their already formidable 

difficulties. It also turned them on to utopian communitv- 

building, a good thing of itself, but one largely incompatible with 

political a ~ t i o n . ~  

For O'Neill, the Counterculture was almost apolitical. Allen Matusow 

on the other hand concluded, in 1984, that "cultural change had some 

political implications," but he still divided the two groups: 
Some young radicals in the 1960s rebelled against liberal culture, 

others forged a movement--called the "new leftw--against liberal 

politics.5 

For the purposes of this thesis, the definition of "political" must 

be expanded to include more than conventional, or institution, politics 

or political action. The cultural youth movement must be seen as a 

political movement. It challenged and altered what had been 

acceptable in American society. At the same time, the political youth 

William O'Neill, Comina rqBavt: An informal h imrv of Am- 1960 . . 5 (New 
York: Quadrangle Books, 1971), pp. 304-305. O'Neill apparently forgot the utopian 
aspects of "The Port Huron Statement" written before countercultural influence. As an 
aside, O'Neill's book (in paperback) actually fulfills its title; it "comes apart" as you 
read it! For similar institutional views of political action see Irwin Unger, 
Movement: A History of the -can New J& (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1 974); and 
John Patrick Diggins, The Rise and Fall of the American I eft (New York: W.W. Norton, 
1 992). 
5 Allen J. Matusow, The U w  of A m :  A Histpry of in the 1 960s 

. . 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1984),. p. 308. Like so many works, Matusow gives each 
group its own concise chapter. 



movement must then be seen as a cultural movement, for it sought 

change beyond the conventionally political realm. Together, as a 

"youth culture," or "youth movement," they desired fundamental 

changes to all facets of American society; institutional and personal. 

Occasionally, there have been attempts to investigate the links 

between the cultural and political in the youth movement. In 1976, 

the sociologists Daniel Foss and Ralph Larkin argued that American 

youth went through several phases dominated by either political 

action or cultural development. 1960 to 1965, saw political action in 

the form of the civil rights movement and the rise of campus revolt. 

1965 to 1967 saw the hegemony of the hippie cultural movement. 

Revolutionary protest marked 1968; while 1969 saw a retreat to a 

collective ethic of personal liberation in the wake of the Woodstock 

festival.6 While somewhat valid, this model suggested fragmentation, 

rather than fluidity. Neither the political nor the cultural completely 

disappeared from the movement. This model also obscured the 

political effects of cultural action, and the culture of political activism. 

One feature of the culture of political activism has often been 

overlooked. It is taken for granted that the cultural movement of the 

1960s largely concerned itself with the experience as an end. Drugs 

were taken expand one's consciousness, to get "high," to enjoy (bad 

trips notwithstanding). Rock and Roll was enjoyed because one could 

feel the music. "Love" felt good, sex felt even better. The 

counterculture seemed intent on creating a euphoric utopia for the 

6 On F o a  and Larkin, see David Chalmers, And the Crooked Places Made Straiaht: The 
for Sociai in the 1960s (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1991), pp. 88-89. 



senses. But politics was also experiential! Political action was an end 

unto itself. The experience of community, excitement (sometimes 

with a little fear), anticipation, and righteous idealism in action made 

political activism desirable. Politics could create a "high" just as valid 

and exciting as one created by drugs. Young Americans in the Sixties 

indulged in both. The desire for "experience" may be the key link 

between the cultural and the political in the youth movement? 

The experiential link will be discussed again in the second 

chapter. Each chapter of this thesis deals generally with the crucial 

events of one of the last three years of the decade. Chapter One will 

deal with the development of the cultural movement within the New 

Left and the political movement within the Counterculture up to and 

including 1967. Chapter Two will will combine both aspects in the 

personage of Abbie Hoffman as it traces his political and cultural 

growth to 1968. Events at Columbia University and Chicago will be 

discussed in this chapter. The third chapter begins with a discussion 

of the Movement reaction to the street fighting in Chicago. Covering 

1969, this chapter will discuss the demise of SDS and the cultural 

pinnacle at Woodstock. 

One of the bands that played at Woodstock is the source for the 

title of this thesis. "Let's Get Together" was a song from the 1966 

debut album of a seminal San Francisco band. Like many of their 

contemporaries, Jefferson Airplane fused culture and politics in their 

music. "Let's Get Together" was an anthem for unity: 
Hey people now 

7 It may be that the desire for politics as an experiential end has something to do with 
the lack of long-term agendas and political alternatives in youth politics in the Sixties. 
The experiences were enough. 



Smile on your brother 
k t  me see you get together 
Love one another, right now.* 

The political and cultural movements did "get together." Their 

reIationship, however complex, must be examined. 

8 Written by Dino Valenti,"Letts Get Together", or just "Get Together", was a popular 
anthem far many Bay area groups. It was often heard at concerts in 1965, and achieved 
its greatest popularity in the Youngblood's re-release of their 1 967 version. That 
version of the song reached #5 in 1 969. See Todd Gitlin, The S~xt~es: Years of Hope . . 
PgVs of Rase (New York Bantam Books, 1987), p. 204. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Time magazine's cover story for January 6, 1967 concerned 

the generation that would seem to dominate events of the late 

1960s. It was about American youth. It is in the context of that 

article that one can begin to examine the New Left and the 

counterculture and their attachments to each other. Starting there 

one can argue that the political movement gradually absorbed 

aspects of the counterculture, and the counterculture also had ties 

to the political. 

Time, one of America's most venerable and conservatively 

biased but influential media authorities took on, in early 1967, the 

generation under 25. Time, however, spoke only about the young, 

not for them, and certainly not to them. While this chapter begins 

with Time, at the beginning of 1967, and its haphazard reading of 

the directions in which young Americans were going, it ends in late 

1967, with the appearance of R o h g  Stone, an instrument 

designed by and for young Americans specifically to address the 

issues that they considered important, in the language of their own 

generation. 

At the onset, however, some statistical background will set the 

stage upon which the youth of America would ascend. 

Following World War 11, America underwent a period of 

unprecedented economic growth which was fueled by consumer 

demand . No longer threatened by economic depression and 

wartime scarcities, Americans were eager to spend the $37 billion 



they had accumulated in personal savings by the end of the war. 

Demand even outstripped supply until about 1950, when the GNP 

had mushroomed by 50 percent since 1940, to $3 18 billion.1 

America's economy was further boosted by the government's 

Cold War spending. The Marshall Plan and other foreign aid 

packages promoted exports, while the national defense budget 

remained high throughout the 1950s. During the Korean War, The 

defense budget was $44 billion, or two thirds of the national 

budget, and although President Dwight D. Eisenhower did some 

trimming after the Korean conflict subsided, the budget remained 

at about $40 billion for the rest of the decade.2 

The word most used to describe America in this period of its 

history was affluence. The Great Depression was truly over, never 

to return; and to ensure this, Americans went on a spending frenzy 

that was to last into the 1970s. By 1960 the GNP had grown to 

$440 billion, more than twice its wartime level. The average work 

week was no more than forty hours, with weekends off and, in 

most cases, a yearly paid vacation of at least two weeks. The 

average American family's real income rose to a level twice that of 

a family in the roaring Twenties. The annual per-capita disposable 

income rose from $1300 to $1800 between the end of the war and 

1965.3 America had risen from the depths of depression to the 

highest standard of living any nation had ever achieved; al l  in one 

generation. 

1 The economic statistics cited here are found in Divine, et p. 835. 
2 &j& p. 835. 
3 &j& p. 836. 



Of course the road to economic prosperity was not without 

potholes. While high- tech industries flourished in the Sunbel t 

areas of the West and South, the old manufacturing hub in 

Northeast and the Midwest fell behind. The steel industry, for 

example, increased in productivity, but lagged behind the national 

rate of growth. As agricultural prices remained low throughout 

the period, farming regions did not share in the economic 

prosperity despite many bumper crops. Unemployment remained 

a problem, rising to over 7 percent in the recession of 1% 7-5 8. 

Increased industrial output and consumerism, especially in the 

automobile industry, led to significant increases in pollution. 

Poverty continued to remain a major, if somewhat hidden, 

problem, especially in the southern states, the inner cities, and 

among the racial minorities congregated in these areas, African- 

Americans in particular* 

Nevertheless, for the average middle American family nestled 

in the security and luxury of suburbia, life was good and the 

future appeared bright indeed, so bright in fact that Americans 

seemed eager to make sure that there was a large new population 

to enjoy it. Thus the baby boom was on. Both cause and effect of 

the new affluence, the baby boom began, not surprisingly, in May 

1946, nine months after V-J Day; and birth rates rose and 

remained high until 1957. Couples increased the years of marital 

fertility by marrying younger, and the population began to climb. 

140 million in 1945, the population grew by 12 million in the next 



five years, and by 1960 the American population exceeded 179 

million.4 

The most important consequence of the baby boom was the 

vast increase in youth population in America. In 1960, Americans 

between the ages of 14 and 24 numbered some 27 million or 14 

percent of the total population. By 1970, that population had 

grown to 40 million or 20  percent. American teenagers were twice 

as numerous as their parents with 20 million turning 18 between 

1964 and 1970. By the end of the decade, more than half the 

population was under the age of thirty3 

These numbers would translate into a new awareness for 

young Americans. The youth of America would begin to have a 

potential for economic and political power by the grace of their 

sheer numbers and the affluence of their parents. Already, by the 

end of the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  young America had become socially distinct from 

its elders. This was most apparent through the growing "youth 

market". Music (read: Rock 'n' Roll), movies, clothing, food and 

other commodities were made available to the young. But more 

than just supplying the young, the "youth market" helped to define 

the separateness and uniqueness of its target group. Whereas 

adolescence had been defined early in the twentieth century, now 

youth was seen as a distinct stage of development on the path to 

adulthood; one complete with its own attitudes and needs.6 

These population statistics are from Harowitz, ht81, p.47. 
Population statiaks from Divine, && p. 892, Horowitz, && p. 194, and 

Kirkpatrick Sale, (New York: Random House, 1973), p. 20, 
6 Sale, pp. 20-2 1. 



This potential was recognized by no less an authority than 

Time magazine, an organ with pretensions of moral authority as 

well as mass appeal, which awarded the prestigious honour of Man 

of the Year 1966 to the entire generation of Americans 25 and 

under7 As with any Man of the Year honour, Time devoted the 

cover of its January 6, 1967 issue to the award's recipients. This 

cover portrait was of a representative group of young Americans. 

In the background one could see the tops of several heads. In the 

top right comer a partially obscured Asian male gazed at the 

viewer from behind the profile of a young Black male. In front of 

him a white woman also looked directly at the viewer. But it was 

the white male in the foreground who commanded the most 

attention. He was also looking seriously at the viewer as if to 

affirm the title of Time's article, "The Inheritor". But while the 

cover artist's emphasis was supposed to be the serious stare of the 

young man, it is his appearance which is most startling to a viewer 

of today. His hair was short, very short; be was clean shaven, and 

at the bottom of the picture, one could see his shirt collar, his tie, 

and the obligatory suit jacket. All in all, he was just a younger 

version of the corporate American, not at all the image of youth 

that one associates with the later 1960s. But he looked wery bit 

the inheritor that Time desired to portray. 

The Man of the Year for 1966 was the herald of change for the 

future of America. Tlme clearly recognized his potential for power 

in sheer numbers, predicting that there would be 100 million 

7 "The Inheritor," Time, January 6, 1967, pp. 18-23. 



Americans under the age of 26 by 1970. Beyond numbers 

however, the qualifications of young Americans were impeccable: 

well educated, assertive, articulate, and worldly, the Man of the 

Year would surely be "the man who will land on the moon, cure 

cancer and the common cold, lay out blight-proof, smog-free cities, 

enrich the underdeveloped world and, no doubt, write fm*s to 

poverty and war."s (Thus far, Time's predictions have no come to 

fruition.) The older generation would be the first to reach the 

moon and the "Now Generation", as Time dubbed the Baby 

Boomers, are yet to completely assume the mantle of power in 

America. 

Yet despite its overall optimism, the article was as full of 

contradictions as was its subject, the Man of the Year. The youth 

of America were raised in unprecedented affluence, and in a 

period of prolonged peace, yet they were not grateful to the adults 

who had provided for them. Time assumed that they would one 

day be grateeful for the Cold Warriors who staved off the ultimate 

destruction, at the hands of the Red menace, but in early 1967, 

many young Americans looked upon each day with considerable 

anxiety, given nuclear weapons. Nor was the period of prolonged 

peace very reassuring to the young men who were already in 

Vietnam or about to be sent there, or to those whose brothers and 

friends were likewise threatened. 

Instead, T h e  seemed truly befiddled by the lack of 

appreciation that the younger generation showed for the elders 



who supported them. "Don't trust anyone over 301" cried an 

increasing number of Americans disillusioned with what they 

considered the deviousness and untrustworthiness of aclults.9 Of 

course idealism is a strong characteristic d youth, but the Man of 

the Year seemed to have this quality in unusual abundance. Of the 

"Now Generation" T h e  determined: "If they have an ideology it is 

idealism, if they have one ideal it is pragmatism."lo Ths idealism 

was expressed in a strong adherence to the basic tenets of the 

Western ethos: i.e.. decency, brotherhood and tolerance were more 

important than "getting ahead". But how were the youth of 

America acting upon their convictions? Indeed, were they acting 

upon their convictions at all? 

At first glance, according to Time, they were more concerned 

with a hedonistic lifestyle than with improving the world around 

them. Tlme pondered the fact that few of the old organizations 

seemed to attract the young. The John Birch Society and the AFL- 

CIO did not appeal to the politics of the young, and the Christian 

Church could not inspire their souls. Instead, the "Now Generation" 

adopted an immediatist philosophy; "now" became the imperative: 

Black Power, now!, Action, now!, Peace, now!, Drop out, now! None 

of the old institutions could contain the energy and drive of a new 

generation of idealistic Americans, 

T h e  completely missed the mood of its Man of the Year when 

it briefly mentioned that Snoopy topped the most recent poll for 

best presidential candidates. A dog, even of cartoon origins, had 

m, p. 19. The quote was originally spoken by Jack Weinberg. 
' 0  &j& p.20. 



more support than the likes of Bobby Kennedy and Mark Hatfidd. 

Time avoided the ramifications of such a nominee by implying that 

Snoopy was well liked because he was consistent (a la the 

conservative William F. Buckley Jr.), and he was not an extremist 

( A  la the Wallaces of Alabama, or Mao Tse Tung). Thus, when the 

"Now Generation" chose Snoopy for President, it was for his non- 

extremist consistencies rather than for the fact that they believed 

him to be every bit as competent, and probably more so, than the 

average older generation politician. In a telling demonstration of 

the generation gap, Time missed the irony. 

T h e  could not pigeon-hole its Man of the Year, which of 

course was part of his appeal. But this lack of consistency on the 

part of the younger generation led to many unavoidable 

contradictions. Time insisted that the "Now Generation" was filled 

with a sense of immediacy, but activism in colleges only 

encompassed about 5% of the student body, and only then at the 

classic activist campuses such as Wisconsin, Columbia, and 

CaUfomia. Therefore, the Man of the Year matched his cover 

portrait as an aspiring member of society. But the magazine 

contradicted itself when it described the types of activity and 

activism that were sweeping American youth. 

Enrollment in the applied fields, such as Business 

Administration and Engineering was declining while the 

humanities were gaining in popularity; though a degree in History, 

English, or Political Science remained much less the guarantee of a 

ticket to a position in corporate Arnerlca than one in science or 

business. Personal Eulftllment could be achieved without a hefty 



salary and many young Americans proved this by entering the 

Peace Corps or several domestic service programs: 
Laurence Rockefeller Jr. ,22, great-grandson of John D., 

obliquely justifies his work as a $22.50-a-week VISTA 

volunteer in Harlem: "Beyond affluence, what?" Answers Co- 
Worker Tweed Roosevelt, 24, great-grandson of Teddy: 
"Individualism." 1 1 

Time did admit that activism among the young was on the 

rise, especially in the light of the seemingly successful Civil Rights 

movement. The New Left was created wholecloth from "a grass- 

roots melange of organizations and splinter groups that struck out 

in all directions -- antipoverty, anticensorship, antiwar, anti- 

establishrnent."l2 These new radicals were placed into three 

groups in the article: the "Programmatic Left" (SDS, SNCC), the "Far 

Left" (Communist groups) and the "Pot Leftw--" the alienated who 

totally condemn society but do not believe anything can be done 

about it." This analysis was taken from a undergraduate's work, 

from a member of the young generation, yet Tlme obviously 

endorsed his opinions, and thus the group known as the New Left, 

and that known as the Counterculture were both to be considered 

parts of a youthful Left-wing in America. Here we see the media 

dividing the group, but nonetheless placing them under the same 

heading: both the New Left organizations and the non- 

organizational counterculture were categorized as belonging in the 

left-wlng of the political spectrum. 



Although both these groups were considered parts of the left 

up until about 1967, there would have been a clear cultural 

difference between the "programmatic" and the "pot" lefts. In fact, 

if one wanted a portrait of the dedicated white political activist ca. 

1960-65, the cover of Time for January 6,1967 would not be a 

bad choice. A photograph of several SDSers, taken at the group's 

National Council meeting in Bloomington, Indiana in the fall of 

1963, illustrates this point quite concisely.13 The style was 

"collegiate casual, the sartorial counterculture having not quite 

taken hold1'.14 The women were in simple knee length skirts or 

jeans, while the men were in summer shirts and two were even 

wearing suit jackets. The men's hair was short and none had 

beards or mustaches. There were no ties however, and several 

men had their shirts untucked. After all, they were radicals; all but 

two have their arms raised with their hands clenched into a fist: 

the famous Spanish anarchist salute, which foreshadowed the 

upheaval to come. 

Despite the fisted salute, a universal symbol of radicalism in 

"the Movement," one would be hard pressed to find overt 

countercul~al features in the early SDS. Nevertheless, Students 

for a Democratic Society was always more than simply a political 

movement. This most important, influential and largest of the New 

Left organizations began with the desire of several intellectual 

students to overhaul the political and social systems of America. 

'3 This photograph is included among the photos in Tom Hayden's Beunioc] (New 
Yo& Random House, 1 988) between pages 236-2 37. 
'4 Sale, p 1 1 6, and see also Hayden's Reunion, p. 1 24. 



Formed in 1960 by a small group of graduate students, SDS would 

later develop its policy in the 1962 "Port Huron Statement", 

written primarily by Tom Hayden, which took its name fi-om the 

location of the conference where it was endorsed. 

The fist  ~ i g ~ c a n t  feature of "The Fort Huron Statement" is 

its title. The word "statement" carries much less ideological weight 

than "manifesto" would have in the same context. This illustrates 

the fundamental difference between the "New Left1' of the Sixties 

and the "Old Left" that had its zenith during the Depression and its 

nadir in the McCarthyite Fifties. Arguably the first Left to have its 

roots solely in America, the New Left drew its inspiration, in the 

observation of Kirkpatrick Sale, "not from European ideologies and 

practices (at least not until the end), but from dissatisfactions and 

distortions in the American experience" 15 Not economic hardship, 

nor exploitation drove America's young and especially its 

privileged college students to swell the ranks of the New Left, but 

cultural alienation and an affinity for the oppressed, especially 

blacks, which would lead them to activism. Alienation would also 

lead to the exploration of the new lifestyles embodied by the 

Coun tercd ture. 

Nowhere is that idealism of which The's "Man Of The Year1' 

article spoke more embodied than in the "Port Huron Statement" .*6 

5 Sale, p. 8. Examinations of the New Left are numerous, but see especially, Sale, 
SDS; Todd Gitlin, The Sixties Years of Horn. Davs of Raaq (New Yo& Bantam Books, 
1987; John Patrick Diggins, Jhe Rise Fall of the mean I eft (Mew York: W.W. 
Norton, 1992) pp. 21 8-276; and Irwin Unger, The M o m :  A ti- of 

can New (New Yodc Dodd, Mead & Co., 1974). 
16 Portions of the "Port Huron Statement1' are reprinted in most studies of the New 
Left, but see especially Judith Clavir Albert and Stewart Edward Albert, 

, . 



Born into a world that was comfortable and complacent, "the 

people of this generation" initially found hope in the ideals of 

"freedom and equality for each individual, government of, by, and 

for the people-these American values we f m d  good, principles 

by which we could live as men." But, the realities of the Atomic 

Bomb, and continuing racism tainted the "image of American 

virtue", and exposed "the permeating and victimizing fact of 

human degradation ..." -17 
The promise of America's shining example to the world was in 

risk of being lost: 
Although mankind desperately needs revolutionary 

leadership, America rests in national stalemate, its goals 

ambiguous and tradition-bound instead of informed and clear, 

its democratic system apathetic and manipulated rather than 

"of, by, and for the people." 

Not only did tarnish appear on our image of American 

virtue, not only did disillusion occur when the hypocrisy of 

American ideals was discovered, but we began to sense that 

what we had originally seen as the American Golden Age was 

actually the decline of an era. 

The American political system decreasingly promoted 

democracy. Instead, it was alienating the individual by promoting 

the interests of bureaucracy, militarism and big business. The 

young Americans who gathered to the New Left banner wanted to 

"search for truly democratic alternatives to the present". 

of a (New Yo& Praegar, 1 9841, pp. 1 76- 
196. For analysis, see Sale, pp. 49-59; and Diggins, pp. 228-229. 
17 These and the foHowirrg quotes can be fwnd in Albert and Albert, pp. 1 77-1 8 1. 
The emphasis on "men" in the second quote is in the original. 



So next came the call for the masses to rise and throw off the 

shackles of capitalist exploitation? No. Instead, SDS called for an 

examination of values and social goals. 
We regard men as infinitely precious and possessed of 

unfulfilled capacities for reason, Ereedom, and love. ... We 

oppose the depersonalization that reduces human beings to 

the status of things .... 
Men have unrealized potential for self-evaluation, self- 

direction, self-understanding, and creativity .... The goal of 

man and society should be human independence ... which has 

full, spontaneous access to present and past experiences, one 

which easily unites the fragmented parts of personal history, 

one which openly faces problems which are troubling and 

unresolved; one with an intuitive awareness of possibilities, 

an active sense of curiosity, an ability and willingness to 

learn. 

Such an individual would be prepared to enter into human 

relationships based on "fraternity and honesty", and these young 

idealists would "replace power rooted in possession, privilege, or 

circumstance by power and uniqueness rooted in love, 

reflectiveness, reason, and creativity." 

Ultimately, the goal was to establish a society based on the 

principles of "participatory democracy" : 
As a social system we seek the establishment of a democracy of 

individual participation, governed by two central aims: that 

the individual share in those social decisions determining the 

quality and direction of his life; that society be organized to 

encourage independence in men and provide the media for 

their common participation. 

The "Port Huron Statement" may not be a manifesto for 

countercultural "flower power1', but its evocations of "values", 



"creativity", "potential" , "brotherhood", "honesty", and, especiaEy, 

"love", make it far from a traditional leftist attack on the evils of 

capitalism or an analysis of the control of the means of production. 

It calls not only for a change in the way America handles its 

politics, but cries out for wholesale changes to American culture 

and individual character structure. 

While SDS was defmitely a cultural movement from its 

inception, it was not until 1965 that countercultural characteristics 

began to appear and take hold in the organization. The youth 

culture of the 60s really seized SDS at its 1965 convention outside 

Kewadin, Michigan. 

This convention saw an influx of younger students who were 

both more alienated and more committed than their older 

compatriots; and being younger, were more attuned to the culture 

that was enveloping America's young. Gone were the dress shirts 

and clean-shaven faces. Blue jeans, denim jackets and boots were 

worn by both men and women, and many of the new breed of 

male activist sported droopy Pancho Villa mustaches. Fewer of the 

new activists were from the East; many came from the Midwest 

and Southwest, and their backgrounds were far different from 

those of their predecessors. The new activists tended to be less 

intellectual than the Port Huron SDSers. Their families came from 

smaller urban or rural areas and were generally not in the 

professional class, nor was there a history of political activism, 

much less radicalism in most of their family backgrounds. 

Thenew SDSers were not educated in the history of the left, 

and, being less intellectual, they were not avid readers of the 



literature of the left. They were not anti-intellectual, but they 

were receiving their educations at smaller, more mediocre colleges 

and conservative state universities. The classic works of the Old 

Left had been replaced by new, less orthodox interpretations. One 

of the old-guard surveyed a group of the newcomers and found 

that: 
... none had ever read Rosa Luxemburg, Max Weber, Eduard 

Bemstein, John Dewey, Peter Kropotkin, or. John Stuart Mill. 
Less than five had actually read Lenin or Trotsky, and only a 

few more had ever read Marx. Almost d l  of them had read C. 

Wright Mills and. Camus, and about half had read [Paul] 

Goodman, Frantz Fanon, and Herbert Marcuse. More had read 
The Realist than had read Mill's "Essay on Liberty." or the 

"Sermon on the ~ount."l8 

The Realist, started in 1% 8, was the brainchild of Paul Kfassner, a 

New York nonconformist. A precursor of underground 

newspapers, the Realist was an irreverent publication which 

criticized and satirized a wide range of issues. Krassner originally 

published the Realist as an adult equivalent of Mad, He was 

driven by "intuitive anarchism," and one of his major coups was 

the production of a poster which read: "Fuck Communism." With 

two words, Krassner was able to infuriate both the prudish right 

and the orthodox left, while at the same time endearing himself to 

his like minded readers (many of those in SDS) and watching the 

circulation of the Reallst grow to lOQ,OOO.19 

The Realist appealed to the new generation in SDS because it 

showed irreverence toward almost every subject while remaining 

18 Sale, p. 205. 
1 9 On Krassner and The Realisre Peck, pp. 1 1 - 1 3 



engaged and critical. The new SDSers espoused "morats" and 

"values" which had to k backed up with action. Their alienation 

was even more intense than the previous SDSers, and revulsion 

was beginning to show as their idealism was tainted by 

disillusionment. Anti-Americanism was more a trait belonging to 

the new breed than it had been for the early SDSers. Organized 

1abw, liberals, the Democratic Party were cast aside as possible 

avenues of reform. This extreme alienation fueled a split from 

their past that greatly surpassed that of the early SDS. As Jeff 

Shero of Texas, who would become SDS Vice-president at Kewadin, 

recalled: 
We were by instinct much more radical, much more willing to 
take risks, in a way because to become a part of something like 
SDS meant a tremendous number of breaks. If you were a New 
York student and became a member of SDS, it was essentially 
joining a political organization, which was a common 
experience. In Texas to join SDS meant breaking with your 
family, it meant being cut off- it was like in early Rome 
joining a Christian sect-and the break was so much more 
total, getting involved with something like SDS you had to be 
much more highly committed, and you were in a sense freed, 
'cause you'd get written off. If you were from Texas, in SDS, 
you were a bad motherfucker, you couldn't go home for 
Christmas. Your mother didn't say, "Oh, isn't that nice, you're 
involved. We supported the republicans in the Spanish Civil 
War, and now you're in SDS and I'm glad to see you're socially 
concerned." In most places it meant, "You GoeIdamn 
Communist." There was absolutely no reinforcing 
sympathy, ...So we were strong, the commitment in those 
regions was stronger than in the East.2O 

20 Sole, p. 206. 





underground newspaper, The UracIe, held a press conference to 

discuss the purpose OF the pIanned gathering: 
A union of love and activism previously separated by 
categorical dogma and label mongering will finally occur 
ecstatically when Berkeley political activists and hip 
community and San Francisco's spiritual generation and 
contingents from the emerging revolutionary generation all 
over California meet for a Gathering of the Tribes for a 
Human Be-b....Now in the evo1ving generation of America's 
young the humanization of the American man and woman can 
begin in joy and embrace without fear, dogma, suspicion, or 
dialectical righteousness. A new concert of human relations 
being developed within the youthful underground must 
emerge, became conscious, and be shared so that a revolution 
of form can be filled with a Renaissance of compassion, 
awareness and love in the Revelation of the unity of all 
rnankind.22 

The Berkeley Barb, founded by Maw Scheer whose unofficial motto 

was: "I'm into all the little movements that are divergent from the 

mainstream of the culture," echoed the call to gather in its edition 

distributed the day before the Be-In.23 A voice for "the 

Movement": the civil rights, antiwar, and New Left groups, the 

Barb also sympathetically reported the burgeoning counterculture 

of San Francisco. So while it supported the gathering, its appeal 

went even further: 
The spiritual revolution will be manifest and proven, Im 
unity we shall shower the csuntry with waves of ecstasy and 

purification. Fear will be washed away; ignorance will be 
exposed to sunlight: profits and empire will lie drying on 

z2 Quoted in t h e m  Jan. 13, 1967, p. I ,  and in Perry, p. 122. 
23 Peck, p. 30. 



deserted beaches; violence will be submerged and transmuted 
in rhythm and dancing. 24 

Early in the morning on Saturday, January 14, AUen Cinsberg 

and Gary Snyder performed an ancient Hindu rite to prepare the 

Golden Gate Park Polo Field for the coming day. The festivities of 

the Be-In placed the entire countercultural experience in a capsule. 

There were speeches, including one by Berkeley radical Jerry 

Kubin, but the real appeal to the twenty thousand revellers were 

the rock bands, the drugs, the sense of community, and for the 

really uninhibited, the sex. Still, the appearance of Jeny Rubin 

was significant particularly for pointing to the direction his 

radicalism would eventually take. (See Chapter Two.) 

The desire to unify the political radicals and the hippies 

through such events as the Be-In should not suggest that politics 

and culture were previously viewed as separate. The youth 

culture's penetration of the New Left has already been discussed. 

One further example of the influence of youth culture may be 

useful. At a late 1966 mass meeting, activist students at UC 

Berkeley were discussing a possible campus strike. Someone 

began to sing "Solidarity Forever," an old union song, but not many 

knew the words. Then, a voice began to sing the Beatles' "Yellow 

Submarine". Everyone joined in and the chorus reverhriited 

aromd the room countless times. People just did not know the old 

left-wing standards, but everyone knew the Beatles; everyone was 

united. One veteran of the Free Speech Movement produced a 

24 Berk- Jan. 13, 1 967, p. 1, and Pany, p. 122. 



leaflet detailing his feelings a b u t  the event as the Yellow 

Submarine became a symbol for the students: 
The Yellow Submarine was first proposed by the Beatles, who 
taught us a new style of song. It was launched by hip pacifists 
in a New York harbor, and then led a peace parade af 10,000 

down a New York street. Last night we celebrated the growing 
fusion of head, heart and hand; of hippies and activists; and 
our joy and confidence in our ability to care for and take care 
of ourselves and what is ours. And so we made a resolution 
which broke into song; and we adopt for t day  this unexpected 
symbol of our trust in our future, and of our longing for a 
place fit for us all to live in. Please post, especially where 
prohibited. We love you.25 

Just as the New Left was instilled with cultural aspects, the hip 

community had its political side. This was recognized by none 

other than Warren Hinckle, the editor of the predominant New Left 

periodical, Ramparts. On February 14, in a cover story entitled "A 

Social History of the Hippies", he wrote: 
The utopian sentiments of these Hippies were not to be put 
down lightly. Hippies have a clear vision of the ideal 
community-a psychedelic community to be sure-where 
everyone is turned on and beautiful and lovin'g and happy 

and floating fke. But it is a vision that, despite the Alice in 
Wonderland phraseology hippies usually breathlessly employ 
to descrf be it, necessarily embodies a radical political 
philosophy communal life, drastic reduction of private 
property, rejection of violence, creativity before 
consumption, freedom before authority, de-emphasis of 
government and traditional forms of leadership. [emphasis 

25 The author wss M k h d  Rossman, quoted in Gitlin, TheSixties, p. 21 0. 
26 W a r n  Hinckk, "A Social Histwy of the Hippies", m. Vol. 5 no. 9, 
March 1967, p. 9. 



Hinckle's statement was tempered, however, by strong crittclun: 
The danger in the hippie movement is more than 

overcrowded streets and possible hunger riots this summer. IF 
more and more youngsters begin to share the hippie political 

posture of unrelenting quietism, the future of activist, serious 

politics is bound to be affected. The hippies have shown that 

it can be pleasant to drop out of the arduous task of attempting 

to steer a difficult, unrewarding society. But when that is 

done, you leave the driving to the Well's ~ngeIs.27 

Although the Hell's Angels, for the moment, were self-appointed 

hippie protectors, Hinckle's argument was that if the hip 

community did nothing politically constructive, the U.S. would 

deteriorate into possible fascism, and no one would be free to do 

his or her own thing (to use one of the hackneyed phrases of the 

time). 

But debate about the merits of political action raged within the 

hip community itself. Shortly after the Be-In, the Oracle sponsored 

a hip conference to address "the whole problem of whether to drop 

out or take over."28 The conference included philosopher Alan 

Watts, Timothy Leary, AUen Ginsberg and Gary Snyder. 

Leary of course, argued in favour of his soon to be cliched lhe 

"tune in, turn on, drop out." Discussing whether or not the 

psychedelic movement should join the andwar movement he 

argued: 
The choice is between being rebellious and being religious. 
Don't vote. Don't politic. Don't petition. You can't do anything 

about America politically.2g 

27 u, p. 26. 
28 Alan Watts quoted in San Francisco m, Vol. 1, No. 7. (undated). 
29 Leary quoted in 



On the other hand, Gary Snyder felt that to $rQp out would be 

to cop out. He hoped that the New Left could be brought around to 

a "more profound vision of themselves and society", but their 

previous and continuing efforts in working for social justice were 

still of great value and could be admired? 

The majority of hippies sided with Snyder. kary  was a great 

proselytizer of youth in the eyes of the straight commaty, but 

those who were already turned on had Iittfe time for his 

propaganda. The counterculture stood behind the growing 

doctrine of "flower power" and would not desert the antiwar 

movement and the New Left. 

One group which would combine politics and culture in an 

especially conscious manner was the Diggers who f is t  appeared in 

the Haight-Ashbury. Created by a rift in the San Francisco Mime 

Troupe, the Diggers took their name from the popular term used to 

describe the True Levellers, an anarchist religious sect that had 

existed in Cromwelllan England. The original Mggers applied the 

principle of equality to all aspects of life, political, social and 

economic. In effect they were, as Todd Gitlin calls them, "small-c 

communists" who strove for a utopia wherein everyone would hold 

property in common.31 The modem day Diggers were not much 

different, if somewhat more theatrical.32 Mggers appeared on the 

30 Snyder, in ihM. 
31 Gklin, The p. 224. 
3* Then has never bwn a satisfactory history written about the Diggers, perhaps 
becaw of their penchant for anonymity. See however, Lee and Shlain, pp. 1 70- 
1 77; Perry, kr Emmett Grogan's autobiagraphical Rinaalevio:, A I 
For (Londan: Hefnemnn, 1972) a n  be useful if one does not take it as vilrual 
Fact. 



streets of the Raight-Ashbury in the summer of 1966 and 

immediately began to make an impact on the community. 

Ostensibly leaderless (although Peter Berg and Emmett Grogan 

were the most famous, or infamous, members) this loose collective 

believed that political reform was impossible because the reins of 

power were in the hands of corrupt and irredeemable politicians. 

If one wanted a better world, one had to create it from scratch, 

and this is what the Diggers set out to do. They had little time for 

the New Left which was still trying to "work through the system," 

but they were equally disdainful of the Learyan ideals of 

psychedelic mind expansion with the goal of dropping out. 

The Diggers were activist oriented, but with more than a tinge 

of theatricality. To free themselves from traditional society's 

constraints and create a utopia, people had to undergo a change of 

values. To achieve this the Diggers built a large orange scaffold, 

christened it the "Free Frame of Reference" and encouraged people 

to step through. There were more tangible undertakings as well. 

Beginning in the Fall of 1966, the Diggers would set up their 

scafFold in the Panhandle area of Golden Gate Park and invite 

people to step through. Many who did, did so because t h i s  was 

part of the Diggers' free meal program. Every day for more than a 

year, the Diggers served a free meal to anyone who wanted it. 

Continuing their ethic of "FREE!", the Diggers also established a Free 

Store where people could get any variety of goods, and even "free" 

money was available to anyone who had not yet broken the 

monetary bonds to the old system. The Diggers tried to find 

accommodaticms and a free medical clinic for the young runaways 



who began to flood the Haight after all the national media 

attention following the Be-In. 

The Diggers came to be the collective conscience of the 

Haight.33 They were especially influential to HIP merchants. 

Denied entry into the mainstream Haight Street Merchants 

Association, many of Haight businesses that catered to the hippies 

formed the Haight Independent Proprietors.34 The HIP merchants 

were solid members of the hippie community, many 

establishments became hangouts, and the HIP often engaged in 

charitable actions towards their constituents. They were 

businessmen howev&, and as they had not abandoned the evil of 

money they often came under attacks from the Diggers to whose 

demands they would most often acquiesce.35 

During the San Francisco race riots at the end of September, 

1966, the police established curfews in all neighborhoods that had 

a noticeable black population. This curfew included the Haight 

district. The Haight community's reactions to the curfew nicely 

illustrates the different influences of politics and culture. Students 

for a Democratic Society staged a march on Haight Street calling for 

people to violate the curfew, while the local merchants who would 

form HIP in another month placed signs in their stores urging the 

local hippie population to mind their own business by staying 

indoors and out of trouble. Neither approach satisfied the Diggers. 

They called for people to do what they spontaneously desired. Go 

33 Peny, p. 260. 
34 j&& p. 108. 
35 p. 260. 



out, stay in, do nothing, do something; the autonomous person 

should do whatever he or she was wont to do.36 

In his Ramparts  article on the hippies, Warren Hinckle, quoted 

Emmett Grogan as he articulated the Digger position: 
Everybody was trying to figure how to react to the curfew. 

The SDS came down and said ignore it, go to jail. The 

merchants put up chicken posters saying 'for your own 

safety, get off the street.' Somehow, none of those ideas 

seemed right. If you had something to do on the streets, you 

should do it and tell the cops to go screw off. If you didn't, you 

might as well be in~ide.3~ 

The radical Hinckle was impressed by the Diggers' activism, even if 

he gave the impression that Grogan acted almost single-handedly. 

The negativity that Hinckle felt towards the quiescent hippies was 

offset by the optimism he had for the activism of the Diggers and 

hippies of their ilk. Hinckle was only commenting as a rather 

detached radical observer. However, it was merely a matter of 

time before the New Left would come into direct contact with 

Diggerdom. 

While the Haight-Ashbury was undergoing the whirlpool of 

what would become the infamous "Summer of Love" (a media- 

driven phenomenon which would ultimately destroy the hip 

community which was ill-prepared to handle the immense influx 

of young migrants), the New Left was continuing its advance 

toward the counterculture. We have already seen how the 

counterculture was infiltrating SDS by 1965. By 1967 the 

36 lt&L, p. 93. 
37 Hinckie, p. 26. 



alienated Mid- and Southwestern recruits under the title of 

"prairie-power" were coming to control SDS and the Old Guard was 

in full retreat. Drugs, especially marijuana and the psychedelic 

wonder drug LSD, on the rise in the newer ranks, were seldom 

used by the older SDS members, like Todd Gitlin, a former 

President of the organization (1963-64): 
In 1967, I doubt whether a single one of the Old Guard had 
sampled the mystery drug LSD. Most were leery even of 
marijuana.. (When Tom Hayden saw me weaving under the 
influence of grass at a party during the 1966 SDS convention, 
he gave me a suspicious look, as if to say that no serious 
radical should be messing around with this stuff.)38 

In June, 1967, the Old Guard planned a "Back To The Drawing 

Boards" conference, five years after the historic Port Huron 

meeting. About two hundred SDS veterans gathered in Michigan 

discuss the future of the movement. The old SDSers hoped to 

create a political force for activism beyond SDS, for many of the 

veterans were no longer students, and had not been for some time. 

Many wanted to create a cozy compromise between radical 

activism and quiet reform. But what the conference would really 

show was that the Old Guard's moment had come to an end. 

In the middle of the keynote speech by Tom Hayden on the 

opening day, the door to the hall burst open and in burst three 

men. "Is there a fiekin' lawyer here? We need a lawyer."39 The 

Diggers had arrived! 

38 Gilin, . . p. 225. 
39 On the Drawing Boards conference, see pp. 225-230. This quote is from p. 
227. 



Emmett Grogan, Peter Berg, Billy Fritsch and a fourth (who 

was now in jail, hence the need for a lawyer) had driven pell-mell 

from San Francisco to attend, take over and, although it was 

probably not their plan, ultimately paralyze the conference. Using 

days of planning and their theatrical experience, the Mggers 

began to harangue their captive audience. Peter Berg was well 

rehearsed: 
Property is the enemy--burn it, destroy it, give it away. Don't 

let them make a machine out of you, get out of the system, do 

your thing. Don't organize students, teachers, Negroes, 

organize you head. Find out where you are, what you want to 

do and go out and do it. The Kremlin is more hcked up than 

Alabama Don't organize the schools, burn them. Leave them, 

they will rot. 

The Diggers ranted, the Diggers raved. At one point , while kicking 

and smashing the furnishings Emmett Grogan attacked the straight 

radicals: 
Faggots! Fags! Take off your ties, they are chains around your 

necks. You haven't got the balls to go mad. You're gonna 

make a revolution?-you'll piss in your pants when the 

violence erupts. You, spade--you're a nigger, what are you 

doing here? Your people need you. There's a war on . They 

got fuckin' concentration camps ready, the world's going to 

end any day.40 

The Diggers used their histrionics to the hilt, but backed by the 

example of their "FREE" programs in Haight-Ashbury, even while 

they revolted some or just amused others, they did manage to 

impress. (One of those impressed was one Abbie Hoffman, of whom 

much more in the next chapter.) Although they left the next day, 



the Mggers impact was felt throughout the conference which could 

not recover from the first harrowing evening, and accomplished 

no thing. 

The New Left was no longer to be a movement of protest, it 

was becoming a movement of resistance, following, as Todd Gitlin 

wrote later, "the idea long in the making that radicalized youth 

culture presaged a movement that could go it alone, building to the 

young and Ieft, with limited reliance on coalitions to the elder and 

rightY1 There could be little doubt that the nature of SDS and the 

whole New Left was changing. The movement remained one of the 

young, but it was becoming increasingly radical, both politically 

and culturally. Writing in SDS's own New Left Notes, in early 1967, 

Carl Davidson (a prairie-power SDSer) described the make-up of 

We have within our ranks Communists of both varieties, 
socialists of all sorts, 3 or 4 different kinds of anarchists, 
anarchosyndicalists, syndicalists, social democrats, humanist 
liberats, a growing number of ex-YAF libertarian laissez-faire 
capitalists, and, of course, the articulate vanguard of the 
psychedelic liberation front.42 

It was this "psychedelic liberation front" which was really making 

inroads in SDS on Arnerican campuses. Davidson continued: 
The bulk of the membership, about 85-90%, is made up of 

what I call the "SHOCK TROOPS." They are usually the younger 
members, f reshen  and sophomores, rapidly moving in to &he 
hippy, h h b y  Wlan syndrome. Having been completely 
turned off by the American system of compulsory 

41 p. 229. 
42 Carl Davidson in New Left Notes Feb. 3, 1967; atso quoted in Sale, pp. 35 1-2. 
Emphasis added. 



miseducation, they are staunchly anti-intellectual arrd m l y  

read anything unless it comes firom the uatierground p ~ s s  
syndicate. ... They are morally outraged about the war, cops, 

racism, poverty, their parents, the middle dass, and authority 
figures in general. They have a sense that all those things 

are connected somehow and that money has something to do 

with it. They long for community md feel their own isolation 

acutely, which is probably why they stick with S D S . ~ ~  

In his unparalleled examination of SDS, Kirkpahick Sate writes 

the following about the SDS National Convention in the s u m s  of 

The convention drew between two hundred and fifty and 

three hundred people, of whom maybe two hundred were 

voting delegates. Their appearance was now Andy 

hippiesque--men in longish hair, often with mustaches and 

occasionally with beards, and blue workshirts and jeans 

predominating; women tending towxd long, straight hair, 

with eye make-up but not lipstick, usually in jeans, 

occasionally barefoot. Buttons were routinely worn by both: 

"sds" "Make b v e  Not War," "Resist," "October 16" (the last a 
reference to the Resistance's planned mass draft card turn-in 

for the fall) .44 

By the Fall of 1967, the counterculture was evident in most 

demonstrations involving the burgeoning anti-war movement. 

On October 2 1, an army of activists marched on the Pentagon to 

protest the Vietnam War.45 Never before such a variety of 

protesters gathered to protest American policy: 

43 u, and Sale, p. 352. Emphasis added. 
44 Sale, p. 358. 
45 On the Pentagon demonstration, see Norman Mailer, The of, 
(New York: New American Library, 1968). Once one ge% past the autabiographical 
material it is a pretty good history. 



They came walking up in d l  sizes, a citizens' m y  not ranked 

yet by height, an army of both sexes in numbers almost qud,  
and of all ages, although most were young. Some were well- 

dressed, some were poor, many were conventional in 

appearance, as often were not. The hippies were there in 

great number, perambulating down the hill, many dressed 

like the legions of Sgt. Pepper's Band, some were gotten up 
like Arab shieks [sic], or in Park Avenue's doormen's 

greatcoats, others like Rogers and CIark of the west ....46 

The Pentagon action was a political event, yet the 

counterculture was represented by a contingent which wanted to 

sun-ound the building with the intent of levitating its evil mass 

with the power of good vibes. One of the most famous 

photographs of the 1960s was taken at this demonstration. A 

young blonde man is placing flowers in the barrels of the National 

Guardsmen's rifles.47 In this touching use of "flower power" the 

youth made a lasting statement about the Mefs  of his generation; 

a powerful combination of cultural and political statements. 

Less than one month later, in November, a new magazine 

appeared that would cater to both aspects of America's youth 

culture. RoLUng Stone magazine began on a shoestring budget and 

the dreams of Jann Wenner to inform and entertain the youth of 

America. Wenner, who had formerly been in charge of Sunday 

Rampartss wanted to create a magazine which would concentrate 

on popular (i.e. rock) music, but also examine the politics and 

culture of America from the young generations perspective: 

46 &j& p. 108. 
47 This famous photo was first published in coverage of the march: Oct. 27, 
1967, p, 29. The demonstration made the cover. 



We have begun a new publcation reflecting what we see am 
the changes in Rock and Roll and the changes related ta Rock 
and Roll. Because the trade papers have become so inaccurate 

and irrelevant and because fan magazines are an 

anachronism, fashioned in mold of myth and nonsense, we 

hope that we have something here for the artists and the 

industry, and every person who "believes in the magic that 
can set you free". 

Rolling Stone is not just about music, bur also the things and 

attitudes that the music embraces. We've been working quite 

hard on it and we hope you dig it. To describe it any further 

would be difficult without sounding like bullshit, and bullshit 

is like gathering rn0ss.~8 

With his reference to the famous saying about a "rolling stone", 

Wenner draws attention to the title of his new magazine which can 

be seen to have multiple meanings in the world of rock music. Of 

course the saying came first, but musically, "Rolling Stone" was a 

Muddy Waters' blues song (emphasizing the black origins of white 

rock and roll music). Wenner was partly paying homage to a great 

influence in modern music during the black civil rights era. The 

second most popular British band took Muddy's song as its name. 

The Rolling Stones, like the Beatles, were seen as representatives 

of the counterculture, but the Stones were also seen as rebellious 

and somehow politically dangerous. Finally, Bob Dylan was also 

tied into the title with his fist  rock single "Like a Rolling Stone". 

Folk purists were outraged at the July 1965 Newport Folk Festival 

where Rylan eschaved his acoustic guitar and plugged in to rock 

and roll. "Like a Rolling Stone" went to number one however, 

showing that Dylan's fans liked his folk music and his new style. 

48 Jann Wenner in m, Nw. 9, 1967, p. 2. 



Dylm continued to play both styles with political and personal 

messages, remaining ?be preeminent msicd voice of his 

generation throughout the 1960s. 

Bob Dylan, the Beatles, and the Rolling Stones were only part 

of the Rock and Roll music that created the soundtrack of the 

1960s. Rock was vital to the burgeoning youth culture. It 

supported the goals of young Am&c;ms. It supplied a common 

comectim, reinforced commitments, acted as a release, and 

provided a back beat to the upheaval of social and political change. 

Perhaps even more so that its allies "sex" and "drugs, "rock and 

roll" is inseparable from. the experience of the Sixties youth 

cuf t'srre, 

W e a r  clearly placed himself in the camp of that youth 

culture with Rolling Stone. One of the first subscription 

advertisements the magazine had was to offer a "handy little 

device" with each paid subscription: 
An essential accessory for the successful musician and the 
completely equipped rock and roll fan. It has one thousand 
and one uses around the home, in rehearsal or for better 

music appreciation. Applications of this delightfully simple 
piece of machinery range fkom the frivolous (hanging 
earrings) to the practical (preventing singed lips.) Each 
handle come individually lathed in either mahogany, ebony, 
oak or rosewood. No two alike! Get 'em while they lastS49 

The "deviceR was a "roach clip", a small wooden handled clip for 

holding marijuana cigarettes so that they could be smoked to the 

49 Subscription advertisement RoHin. Feb. 1 0, 1 968, p. 2 3. 



last satisfying morsel. Of course, the prospective subscriber was 

encouraged to "Act now before this offer is made Uegat."so 

It is highly unlikely that the fine, upstanding young man on 

Time's Jan. 6, 1967 cover would have been interested in acquiring 

one of these "devices", but they were popular with thousands of 

young Americans in the throes of cultural and political rebellion at 

the end of 1967, 



The strange We and career of Abbie H o f b a n  demonstrate 

much of the political and cultual dev&opmat of the youth 

movement up to about the end of 1968; the year of YTPPE!; the 

year of the Columbia uprising; and the year that would reach its 

climax on the streets of one of America's greatest cities. 

Chicago. This most American of Am&ca's cities was the focal 

point of events in 1968. The demonstrations at the Democratic 

National Convention in August of that year would mark the 

climactic moment of the 1960s, the coming together of the 

polltical and countercultural elements of the youth movement. 

For five people, 1968 started in a Lower East Side apartment 

in New York City. There, according to a founder's own mythology, 

a movement was born, Enduring the effects of LSD, Paul Krassner, 

the editor of The Realist, discovered that the Angered "Vw peace 

sign could be read as a "Y1' if one took the arm to be an extension 

of the sign. Telling Ns companions Chis led to a rapid influx of 

other words. Anita Hoffman offered an "I" for "I love you very 

much". Jerry Rubin offer two "P's because: "You need a little pee- 

pee in every movement. Anita's husband Abbie offered another 

"Iu ("I am the Wdtrus. I am the Bggman.") Finally, Rubin's 

girlfriend, Nancy Kurshan, offered up an "E" for everybody and 

energy. Thus "YIPPIE!" was born, with the exclamation mark 

conquering all question marks. 



This version of YIPPIE!% origins was recorded by Abbie 

Hoffinan, one of the most influential and important of the Sixties 

spokespeople (in his own mind, but also in the media which 

adored him, among his friends and those who sympathized with 

his causes.) 
If the press had created the "hippie," could not we five hatch the 
"yippie"? A political hippie. A flower child who's been busted. A 
stoned-out warrior of the Aquarim Age. "What's a yippie?" they 
would A. "A yippie is someone going to Chicago." The tye-die had 
been cast. Our hair was in the ring.1 

Abbie Hoffman was briefly introduced in the previous 

chapter during the discussion on the Digger appearance at SDS's 

"Drawing Boards" conference. He will play a more prominent role 

in this chapter, not only because of his position as a Yippie, but 

because of his stance as a cultural and political radical. In Abbie 

Hoffman, one can see both ends of the cultural-political spectrum 

come together in one person. Hoffman, a media darling (or devil, 

depending on one's opinion), offers the most vivid example of the 

the amalgamation of the New Left radical and the countercultural 

hippie. While it would be ludicrous to suggest that he was typical, 

Abbie's own political-culturd evolution can be viewed as 

somewhat indicative of larger developments in youth culture 

during the Sixties. After all, Abbie Hoffman had the uncanny good 

fortune to be present or involved in many of the defining events 

1 Abbie Hoffman, Spon To Be A M- (New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1 980), p. 1 37. Most of the details of Hoffman" fife come from this 
autobiography, but see also Marty Jezer's (New 
Brunswick, NS Rutgers University Press, 7 992). 



of the Movement throughout the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  both during and after he 

and his friends created the Yippies. 

Of course, the movement that Hoffman helped to create had 

its origins in much of what occurred before that night in his New 

York flat, when 2967 became 1968. Some of these origins have 

already been discussed in the preceding chapter, but to examine 

others, let us look at Abbie's devdopment into a Yippie. Abbie 

Hoffman was born in 1936. His childhood was hardly 

extraordinary. In the 1950s Abbie, who described himself as a 

"greaser," was expelled from high school for disciplinary problems. 

However, he was soon placed in Worchester Academy to complete 

high school and prepare for college. 

Following his years at the academy, HofErnan enrolled in 

Brandeis University, after he was not accepted at Tufts 

University.* Brandeis was only seven years old when Abbie 

enrolled, but it had acquired a stellar faculty. During Joseph 

McCarthy's tirade against communism, Brandeis was spared an 

attack because McCarthy and his followers were wary of being 

labeled too openly anti-Semitic. So Brandeis had attracted left- 

wing and liberal scholastic refugees whose reputation would 

normally place them in far more prestigious or, at least, more 

established, institutions. Among its faculty, Brandeis boasted the 

likes of Frank Manuel, Louis Coser. Irving Howe, Max Lerner, Leo 

Bronstein, Abraham Maslow, Philip Rhav and Herbert Marcuse. 

2 Jazer, p. 19. In his autobiography, Hoffman doss not mention that Brandeis was 
his second choice,, 



Leonard Bernstein taught music when Abbie was there, and 

Eleanor Roosevelt taught foreign alFfairs. 

Of the Brandeis faculty, the most important to the New Left 

was Herbert Marcuse. Time referred to him as "the guru of the 

New Left," and he was admired by the New Left even though they 

were known to be distrustful of anyone over 30 and Marcuse had 

been born before the turn of the century. The German 

philosopher was most famous for his One-Dimensional Man, which 

was among the required reading list of the early New Left.3 In 

this book, Marcuse described a society in which individuals had 

lost the ability to act or even think in opposition to the established 

political and social order. The working class of America, Marcuse 

argued, could not be relied upon as a revolutionary proletariat 

because they were benumbed and rendered impotent by the 

boggling amount of material goodies and technological wonders 

available to them. For the New Left, these ideas were mind candy; 

Marcuse must have tried out his theories at his Brandeis lectures 

which were attended by Abbie Hoffman. 

But Abbie's favorite professor was Abraham Maslow. 
I took every class he gave and spent long evenings with him and his 
family. There was something about his humanistic psychology.. , t hat 
I found exhilarating amid the general pessimism that pervaded 
Western thought .... 

Maslovia theory laid a solid foundation for launching the 
optimism of the sixties. Existential, altruistic, and up-beat, his 
teachings became my personal code.4 

3 See quote, Chapter 1, p. 1 2, of this thesis 
4 Hoffmanp Pic- p.26. 



By his sophomore year, Abbie was becoming a bohemian. He 

preferred ewpresso to beer, dressed in boots, dungarees, never 

combed his hair, attended folk concerts, and loved Pete Seeger for 

his resistance. In his senior year, 1959, he and thousands like 

him cheered Fidel Castm at the Harvard Stadium; Abbie was 

enthralled by Castro's charisma and his appeal for the audience to 

answer the call of the oppressed. Castro's visit to the United 

States and his popularity among students was one of the 

preliminary events inaugurating the Sixties. 

In 1960, Abbie entered the University of California at 

Berkeley, and it seems that from that point on he was present at 

or involved in every major event of the Movement for the entire 

decade. In May,l96O alone, Hoffman attended what he described 

as "two generation-shaking events." 5 

He was there at the vigil held outside San Quentin 

Penitentiary prior to the execution of Caryl Chessman. A few 

hundred people stood outside the prison that night, but far more 

opposed the execution. While opposing the death penalty in 

principle, Edmund "Pat" Brown, the governor of California, upheld 

the law. The prison's sympathetic warden sent coffee and 

doughnuts to the demonstrators even while carrying out his duty. 

Abbie began to realize the inhuman element in the "systemI1: 
Dazed, [after the execution] we piled into cars and headed back to 

Berkeley in silence. "How does that work?" someone asked of no one 

in particular. "In a democracy, I mean, no one wants to see him die 

and the state kills him?" There was silence.6 



Taken as a single event, the protest against the Chessman 

execution may not seem that significant, but when placed in 

context it acquires more meaning. 1960 was an extraordinary 

year for young Americans. It began in February when four black 

students sat down at a segregated lunch counter in Greensboro. 

They received support from white student activists, especially in 

the North. In 1960 several campuses awoke from polltical 

slumber with the appearance of peace rallies. In 1960 the 

student wing of the liberal League for Industrial Democracy 

changed its name to Students for a Democratic Society. 1960 

appeared to mark a spontaneous eruption of activism in America 

as idealist students and other young Americans began to challenge 

the institutions so readily accepted by their elders? The 

Chessman execution showed young activists the failings of 

America, as did the second event Abbie attended. 

Ten days after Chessman's death, the House Un-American 

Activities Committee paid a less than welcome visit to the city of 

San Francisco, and Abbie was among the unwelcoming committee 

of students and other protesters. Ever vigilant in its search for 

communist subversives in the United States, the May 1960 HUAC 

hearings in San Francisco gave the committee members an 
excellent example of what they felt to be un-American activities. 

Protesters were prepared to disrupt the hearings using the 

techniques of civil disobedience and passive non-violent 

resistance that were then being practiced by the civil rights 

On 1960, see Allen J. Matusow, D e  Unrav- of (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1984), esp. pp.309-312. 
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movement in the South. Although HUAC's opponents included a 

larger amalgamation of labour groups, The National Council of 

Churches, university professors and various liberal organizations, 

it was university students who formed the vast majority of the 

demonstrators, and it was they who put their bodies on the line. 

The morning of May 12, the first day of the hearings at San 

Francisco City Hall, passed without major incident. But, when 

students were kept from attending through the use of white 

courtesy pass cards that were given primarily to HUAC 

supporters, the atmosphere began to change. The few students 

who were allowed to attend were removed from the hearing room 

when they joined the chant of "Let us in, let us in" that they could 

hear from their comrades outside. 

The next day, "Black Friday" as it would come to be known, 

hundreds of students again tried to attend the hearings, but once 

more only a handful were admitted. About one to two hundred 

others sat on the marble floor of the City Hall rotunda and began 

to sing and chant. Without warning the police turned fire hoses 

on the protesters. Although thoroughly drenched, most of the 

students would not be moved (as in the civil rights song they 

began to sing). The police, however, determined that these 

disruptive influences would indeed be moved. 

Wading into the crowd with clubs swinging the police sent the 

crowd scattering. Fire hoses were used again, and anyone who 

remained was flung down the slippery marble steps. Battered, 

bruised and somewhat bloody, more than sixty were arrested for 



disorderly conduct.8 Thus a pattern for the Sixties was 

established, as demonstrators firm in their moral cunvictions came 

into physical conflict with authorities. In the North, as in the 

South, on issues of free speech and opposition to the military, 

young white Americans would bring activist leftism home as had 

blacks on civil rights. 

The experience of the Chessman execution and the 

authoritarian reaction to dissent at the HUAC hearings, placed 

Abbie firmly on the path toward radicalization, but an unplanned 

pregnancy of his girlfriend and a doomed marriage took him away 

from Berkeley and back to Massachusetts. But he could not adjust 

to conventional family life, as "the Movement" kept beckoning. 

In the fall of 1960, Abbie saw HUAC's propaganda film about 

the San Francisco hearings, Operation Abolition, which, using 

manufactured "facts", claimed that the events in San Francisco 

proved the existence of a communist conspiracy.9 Soon Abbie was 

touring with a copy of the film for the American Civil Liberties 

Union, pointing out the inaccuracies and downright untruths in the 

film for audiences ranging from American Legion anti-communists 

to more open-minded rural farmers. 

Although failing as a movie-theatre manager, and as a 

traveling pharmaceuticals salesman, as well as campaigning for a 

failed anti-military senatorial candidate in Massachusetts, 

8 On the San Francisco anti-HUAC demonstrations see lbid, pp. 40-41 : Milton . . * .  
Viorst, Fire In w e t s :  m c a  tn the 1960's (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1979)) p. 169-1 70; and W.J. Rorabaugh, &&&v a t  War: The 196& (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1 989), p. 1 5- 1 6. 
9 On -on Abol 

. . 
ition, see Gitlin, The Slxtles. p. 82-83. 



Hoffnnan was becoming increasingly involved in the Civil Rights 

movement. Joining his local chapter of the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People in Worchester, 

Massachusetts, Abbie was disillusioned by what he saw as too 

much polite rhetoric and not enough action. So with a few like- 

minded allies he took over the chapter and made it more militant. 

In 1964, Abbie went south as a worker for the Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee. As were many other volunteers, he was 

arrested several times. Later in 1964, as President Johnson 

suddenly expanded the American commitment in Vietnam, Abbie 

also became more involved in the burgeoning anti-war movement. 

After an early anti-war rally, Abbie got together with his old 

college roommate and some other friends for what would be a 

landmark experience: 
All the colors from Marty's gorgeous paintings began swirling 
m u n d  the room. Time danced in space. I talked continuously. When 
the others didn't want to hear, I picked up the phone and called 
God-collect. We had a nice chat. The Virgin Mary swept down from 
a cloud in the ceiling and I think we ... I'm not sure, but we petted a 
little. She was really nice. I rolled on the floor laughing 
hysterically. 1 experience erotic laughter, whatever that is. Once I 
took our buddy Ira's pen and wrote, "I was burned on the silver rim 
of space." It took on meanings beyond meanings.10 

Abbie had just had his first experience with LSD, the drug that 

would influence both cultural and political radicals. He was 

beginning to bring the burgeoning counterculture into his political 

outlook, 



Abbie's old roommate, it harried out, was now an army 

psychologist engaged in secret LSD experiments. As for the source 

of the LSD, Abbie explained, "Say what you want about the CIA, 

but they sure had damn good acid."ll The next day Abbie smoked 

marijuana for the first time: 
Three puffs and I was back rolling with the Virgin Mary on the rug. 

This time I scored .... I've been a "head" ever sinc'e.12 

Having split with his wife in 1966, Abbie moved to New Ymk 

where he established Liberty House, a store that would sell goods 

manufactured by co-ops in Mississippi. But late that year, he 

came into conflict with the new face of SNCC, Abbie considered 

SNCC's expulsion of white's to be a big mistake, but as other 

organizers supported the idea of Black Power, Abbie followed 

Stokely Carmichael's advice and turned over his store to black 

management. This was the Spring of 1967. 

Living in New York's Lower East Side, Abbie was coming into 

direct contact with the growing hippie community. Despite his 

own drug use, he was not exactly an admirer. 
At first I was cool to the hippie community. Dropping out I saw as 

copping out--turning on as tuning out to social causes I believed in. 

To me, hippies were just so many glassy-eyed zombies floating 

througk the neighborhood head shops. To them, I was too "politico," 

"just another power freak." 13 

Hoffinan was particularly leery of Timothy Leary, the LSD guru. 

Having honed his own skills as a salesman when he was hocking 
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pfEarmaceuticals, Abbie recognized a pitch when he heard one. So, 

why not make a pitch for cultural activism? Abbie would. 
Personafly, f always held my flower in a clenched fist. A semi- 
structure freak among the love children, I was determined to bring 

the hippie movement into a broader protest. [By 1968) Troop levels 

in Vietnam had risen to 500,000 men. The apocalypse was upon us. 

We activists had to harness our manic energies. Sure, I believed in 

the power of love, but the time had come to make outrage contagious 

on a grand scale. 14 

Abbie was not done in his quest to bring about fundamental 

change to American society generally, and to end the war in 

Vietnam, specifically. All that remained was to come up with a 

strategy that would galvanize the countercultural community, and 

create enough attention to keep the movement growing. 
Typically American, we had no ideology. I developed my own 

methods of expressing indignation, using techniques that fit the 
time, the place, and my own personality. It was a theatrical period, 

filled with rebellion, naive optimism, moral purpose, giddy sex, and 

cheap dope. (Believe me, you can do a Pot worse!) So we met, the 
times and me, down there on the Lower East Side. It was a nice fit; a 

great time to be dive. Each morning we would claim: Today is the 

first day of your life.15 

Before there were Yippies, there were the Diggers. As shown 

in Chapter One, the Diggers had gotten off the ground in San 

Francisco, but by the spring of 1967, they were already an 

influence in New York. In The VUage Voice, Don McNeill, wrote 

that the Diggers "were received in the hippie community like 

visiting royalty," and he referred to Emmett Grogan as "the Jesus 



of the Diggers."l6 Thus, the group in which Abbie initially found 

himself immersed also called themselves Diggers. As already 

discussed, in June, 1967, Abbie was present at the "Drawing 

Boards" SDS conference. It was here that he really became aware 

of the power of theatrics and hisalonics.17 So it was as a Digger 

that Abbie joined in throwing money from the gallery of the New 

York Stock Exchange; it was as a Digger that he protested at the 

Consolidated Edison building, the Times Square Army recruiting 

center, and the FBI building; it was as a Digger that Abbie became 

as disruptive as he could. And it was as a Digger that he 

participated in the march on the Pentagon in October, 1967. For 

this last action Abbie was joined by Jerry Rubin. 

The pairing of Rubin and Hoffman seemed made to order. 

Like Hoffman, Rubin had been a politico before becoming involved 

in the cultural movement. Jeny visited Cuba in 1964, and became 

involved in the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley. In 1957, he 

represented political radicals when he spoke at San Francisco's 

Human Be-In. He had even run for mayor of Berkeley, and had 

garnered an astonishing twenty-two percent of the vote even 

though his platform included support to Black Power, plans to 

legalize marijuana and a fm anti-war plank. In 1967, though, 

- - 

16 Don McNeill, Novina ThroM He@ (New York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1 970) pp. 1 25 
and 104. 
17 For Abbie's reaction to the Diggers, see his (New 
York: Dial Press, 1968), pp. 33-38; written under the pseudonym: Free 



Rubin had left electoral politics, and was living primarily as a 

hippie which, like Hoffman, included drug use.18 

As we have seen, it was a drug-induced state that inspired 

the birth of Yippie!, the irt~ni~tgamation of thte political and the 

cu1e~rat. Eoth wings of the rebeUon against American values 

official announcement of the Yippies. LNS, the brainchild of 

Marshall Bloom and Raymond Mungo, was essentially an 

underground press service for disseminating information and 

articles through the mail for any underground papers that were 

interested. W S  is significant because it dispatched both cultural 

and political stories. Inserted in an early package, was a service 

advertisement headed: "LIBERATION NEWS SERVICE (SPEAKS) 

FREAKS OUT .....,. AGAIN". 

The advertisement begins with an excerpt from Lewis Carroll's 

"The Walrus and the Carpenter": 
"the time has come, the walrus said 
to speak of a m y  [sic] things 
of shoes and ships and sealing wax 
of cabbages and kings 
and why the sea is boiling hot 
and whether pigs have wings ..." 

kf you think you or your newspaper might be interested in 
discussions, or stories or flippy things about any of the item above; 
QR -- if you're more interested in knowing about morbid things like 
an immoral war, napalmed villages, or the f ohnson family ,....or latest 

18 On Rubin see V i m ,  pp. 424428; and Rubin's autobiography -1 a t  
(New York: Warner Books, 1 976). 



reports on the couege scene (protests and academia)[ ... J or just 

general "piss, p t ,  and corruption" stories E m  around the 
 world....^^ to four times weekly, or as they happen .... , .... 
THEN #$%@$#&%*$ (#&@ the Liberation News Service might be of 

interest to you and your readership .......... if you're interested in the 
drug scene, the resistance, the New Left, the blck or hip 

revolutions. 19 

So it was through LNS that the underground press and its 

young readers first heard about the Yippies' plans for Chicago. 

Distributed on January 16, this first announcement began: 
Join us in Chicago in August for an international festival of youth, 
music, and theatre. Rise up and abandon the creeping meatball1 
Come dl you rebels, youth spirits, rock minstrels, truth seekers, 
peacock fi-eaks, poets, barricade jumpers, dancers, lovers and artists. 
It is summer. It is the last week in August and the NATIONAL DEATH 
PARTY meets to bless Johnson. We are there! There are 500,000 of us 
dancing in the streets, throbbing with amplifiers and harmony. We 
are making love in the parks. We are singing, laughing, printing 

newspapers, groping and making a mock convention and 
celebrating the birth of FREE AMERICA in our own time."20 

Opening with such bright optimism, the announcement also 

contained a darker, more militant view: 
The life of the American spirit is being tom asunder by the forces of 
violence, decay, and the napalm-cancer fiend. We demand the 
Politics of Ecstasy! We are the delicate spores of the new fierceness 
that will change America. We will create our own reality. We are 
free America! And we will not accept the false theatre of the Death 
~onvention.2 1 

19 Liberation New Service, undated subscription advertisement, probable late 
1967, On the formation of LNS see Abe Peck, Unto-s: T h m  

. . 
Times of the (New York: Pantheon Books, t 9635), pp. 69-73. 
20 Unable to find a copy of the original announcement, the quote is from David 
Farber, Q,&go '68 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988) p. 1 7. 
21 Ihi(t 



The Yippies, who would begin referring to YIP (Youth 

International Party), were heading for open confrontation with 

authorities, but not evetyone in the youth culture was eager for 

militancy. WriMg in the Bwkdey Barb, Michael Rossman, a 

veteran of the Free Speech Movement, worried that the Yippie 

optimism and media saturation was bb~Qing many to the 

possibility of official violence. "The Yippie thing really troubles 

me, man, because it's deeply and dangerously irresponsibleU22 

Any illusions about the possibility of official violence ended 

on March 22 during the Yip-In at Grand Central Station in New 

York23 Planned as a Yippie get-together and promotion for their 

upcoming "Festival of Life" in Chicago, the event turned into a 

bloody mess as police mercilessly beat demonstrators who were 

trapped in the station. Don McNeill from The Village Voice, who 

missed most of the real violence after four policemen smashed his 

head into a glass door (they apparently didn't care for the Voice), 

drew these conclusions: 
As I see it, the central issue-besides the astonishing brutality of the 
police--was a failure in planning on the part of both YIP and the 
City that borders on gross incompetence and irresponsibility. 
Although YIP had been in contact with the mayor's office before the 
demonstration, the City gave no indication as to what their response 
would be. The City urged YlP to consult with the New York Central 
railroad, which owns Grand Central Station, which YIP did not do. 
The demonstration was &owed to form without interference or 
objection and, an hour later, without warning, the police viciously 
attacked the crowd. There was little direction or coordination 

z2 Quoted in Peck, p. 104. 
23 On the Yip-In see McNeill, pp. 224-230. 



evident in the cops' attack; they seemed to be improvising. MP bid 
not even bring a megaphone so that they could address their own 
people; in the situation that developed, the leaders found themselves 
impotent.24 

McNeill believed that the demonstration and its accompanying 

violence "seemed to be a prophecy of Chicago."2s It was becoming 

increasingly clear that any demonstration in Chicago would 

involve confrontation. 

The anti-war movement received a tremendous boost 

however when President Johnson announced, on March 3 1, that 

he would not be seeking re-election. But any celebration was 

quickly snuffed out with Martin Luther King's assassination on 

April 4. As in the previous summer, urban America erupted in 

riots, and reaction was swift as the National Guard was 

mobilized in several cities. 

Some of the worst rioting took place in Chicago where Mayor 

Richard Daley publicly honoured King by ordering flags lowered to 

half-mast, while, according to an insider, thinking King to be "a 

rabble rouser, a troublemaker, a dirty sonofabitch, a bastard, a 

prick."26 A wide swath of the poor black West Side of Chicago was 

burned in the riots and Mayor Daley was livid when he discovered 

that his own police superintendent had faced the rioters with a 

"minimum force" policy. Compared with the forty-three blacks 

killed in Detroit the ' year before, Chicago police killed only four. 

24 && p. 230. 
25 

26 Quoted in Farber, p. 1 39. 



Thtis was apparently not acceptable to W e y  who issued the 

following filmed speech: 
f have conferred with the superintendent of police this morning 

and I gave him the following instructions which I thought were 
instruction on the night of the Fifth that were not tarried out: 

I said ra him very emphatically and very definitely that an order 

be issued by him immediate8y and under his signature to shmt to kill 
any arsonist or anyone with a Molotov cocktail in his hand in 
Chicago because they're potential murderers, and to issue a police 

order to shoot to maim or cripple anyone footing any stores in our 

city. Above all, the crime of arson is to me the most hideous and 

worst crime af any and should be dedt with in this fashion. 

I was disappointed to know that every policeman out on the beat 

was supposed to use his own decision and this decision was his [the 
Superintendent's), In my opinion, policemen should have had 

instmctions to shoot arsonists and looters-arsonists to kill and 

looters to maim and detain... . 
I assumed any superintendent would issue instructions to shoot 

arsonists on sight and to maim the looters, but I found out this 

moming this wasn't so and therefore gave him specific 

instructtons.2f 

Later the Mayor would backtrack somewhat, but having spoken in 

front of cameras, he could hardly claim to have been misquoted. 

The atmosphere in Chicago appeared to be less and less inviting to 

the demonstrators planning to come to Chicago. Perhaps 

demonstrators would not be shot, but how tolerant would 

authorities be? 

This question would fade momentarily as a new event 

grabbed the attention of the media and the Movement. As 



student, James Simon Kunen later wrote in The Smwbeny 

Statemeot: Notes of a College Revolu tlonary 
At Columbia University in the City of New York, in the spring of 

1968, there was an uprising of students against the administration of 
their school. 

Columbia is an Ivy League school. Ivy League schools are known 

for good scEkoParship and poor football teams, a situation which 

shows signs of reversing. They are also known for being staigify 
proper, populated by nice people. 

It came as a shock, then, to everyone, that the administration of 

an Ivy League school should be so un-nice as to involve their 

institution in racism and war, and that the students should be so ill- 
mannered as to do something about it.28 

Two main issues led to the uprising at Columbia. First, the 

administration had plans to build a gymnasium on Morningside 

Park which separated the school from its poor black neighbours in 

Harlem. Despite administration assurances that the gym would 

have facilities open to the community, the Columbia chapter of 

SDS and the Students' Afro-American Society (SAS), with much 

student support, opposed what they had named "Gym Crow". 

Second, SDS demanded that Columbia end its associations with the 

Institute for Defense Analysis which sponsored studies in counter- 

insurgency warfare and weapons research. 

28 James Simon Kunen, m e  StrawbemLStatempnt: No 
(New York: Avon Books, 1969), p. 173. On the Columbia Uprising see Kunen, as 
well as Jerry L. Avorn, et al., UI, the of the Cslynbia 

(New York: Atheneum, 1969); Roger Kahn, m t l e  For 
Heiahts: . . (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1970) and The 
Cox Commission, fl * 

m i n t e d  to m a t e  the m c e s  at  C-ersitv in 
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The administration was badly out of touch with the concerns 

of Columbia's student body. It was professor Herbert Deane (Dean 

Deme) who provided the tide for Kunen's The Strawberry 

Statement when he said, "Whether students vote 'yes' or 'no' on a 

given issue means as much to me as if they were to tell me they 

like strawhmes."29 

Initiatly, on April 23, the occupation of Columbia University 

was a united affair between SAS and the "action faction" of SDS 

led by Mark Rudd. The united groups occupied a building, but the 

white students were evicted by the blacks, and so they occupied 

another building. Eventually students occupied five buildings. 

Although the actions of the students appeared to be primarily 

politically motivated, the counterculture manifested itself as well: 
Life within the communes, as the liberated buildings were called, 

was a totally liberating experience for those inside, the core of the 

strike. Politics and life were integrated as the cornmunards spent 

hour after hour discussing policy decisions of the strike, questions 

of defense, and questions of organization of the commune itself. For 

many, the communal life within the building represented a break 

with their individualistic, isolated, fragmented lives as Columbia 

students: many talked of this as the most important experience of 

their lives, a new, beautiful high.30 

Such was the post-uprising report of the strike's Coordinating 

Comrplittee. Mark Rudd had similar observations: 
I was unfortunate in not being able to spend the period of liberation 

of the buildings in one of the communes. During that time, 

communities grew up in which people ate, slept, discussed, debated, 

29 Avorn et al. , p. 1 1 9. 
30 From the Cdurnbia Stike Coordinating Committee, "Columbia Liberated" in 
Judith Clavir Albert and Stewart Edward Albert, The Sixties Papers: Documents of a 

(New York: Praeger, 1 984) p. 240. 



fought, got busted together. For many, it was the first commund 
experience of their lives-a far cry fi-om the traditional life-style of 
Morningside Heights, that of individuals retiring into their rooms or 
apartments. One brother remarked to me, "The communes are a 
better high than grass."3l 

The phrases "a new, beautiful high" and "communes are a 

better high than grass" point out the peculiar relationship 

between politics and drugs for the young radicals. For many, a 

good cause can produce an adrenaline rush. For the youthful 

activists of the sixties, while they did see their causes as just, it 

was often the act of being involved that produced political 

euphoria. The sense of community, common goals, solidarity and 

righteousness inspired activism, but the means of political action 

could also be an end. Politics was experiential. It was desirable to 

undertake political action for its own sake because political 

involvement produced a euphoric "high". New Left politics was, 

and is, often criticized for its lack of direction or political 

substance. However, it was the act of doing, of being, that 

inspired many New Left adherents. Even as the New Left later 

devolved in to dogmatic revolutionary leftist rhetoric, it was still 

the action of politics, the sensation of political activism, that 

appealed to the increasingly militant radicals. The experiential 

desires of Sixties youth are usually not associated with political 

activism, but with the counterculture; it was in fact not just 

another factor uniting young political activists with the latter, but 

perhaps the crucial factor. 

31 Mark Rudd, in Avom et al., p. 294. 



Activists experienced politics as a drug. This is not unusual, 

because they had direct experience with drug-induced states. 

When an activist, such as Mark Rudd, procl&ned politics to be a 

"a better high than grass," he believed this to be a fact because he 

had first hand knowledge of both politics and drugs. The drug 

analogy described the experiential aspects of politics perfectly; 

both drugs and political actions created emotional states that 

transcended mundane, ordinary experiences. The "high" of 

politics was as desirable, and as potent, as the "high" achieved 

with drugs. Furthermore the effect could easily be, and often was, 

compounded when radicals used politics and drugs in tandem. 

Political radicals often used drugs to enhance the "high" they 

achieved from political action. Drugs were present in the occupied 

buildings, although at least one commune voted to ban marijuana 

and alcohol (one assumes the pure political "high" was enough in 

that case). 

In at least one other "there was some pot and a little petting 

in the corridorsV32 The communes were co-ed, and James Kunen 

was at least one communard whose mind was not purely occupied 

with things political: "I wonder as I look about me, whether Lenin 

was as concerned with the breast size of his revolutionary cohorts 

as I am"33 True love found at least one couple in Fayerweather 

Hall, With the groom in Nehru jacket and love beads and the 

bride in a white turtleneck sweater, the marriage was conducted 

32 Richard Gddstein, m a  the Cou- (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 
1 9891, p. 1 31. Article originally appeared in The V i e  Voia. 
33 Kunen, p. 38. 



by William Starr, a Protestant chaplain attached to the university, 

and broadcast over the student radio station9 
Reverend Starr performs the ceremony and says, "I pronounce you 

children of the new age." Shortly after we hear it, we see a 
candlelight procession approaching. The bride is carrying roses. 
She hands them to me and I pass them inside. The demonstration 

peaks for me as I touch the roses-I am stoned on revolutionary zeal. 
The newlyweds call themselves Mr. and Mrs. ~a~erweather.35 

In another building, a demonstrator suggested that in order to 

make it more difficult for the police, everyone should strip naked 

when the bust comes. This proposal was passed by a large 

majority, so another student (a member of SDS), suggested, since 

police action must be imminent, that they begin rehearsals at 

once3 

Finally, a tell-tale sign of countercultural influences was the 

appearance of the omnipresent Abbie Hoffman and the Yippies, 

busy planning their trip to Chicago, who helped occupy one of the 

buildings.37 At least they did so until the police moved in and 

brutally cleared the buildings. A pattern was definitely emerging: 

The authorities were prepared to answer demonstrations with 

brutal force. 

Before the Yippies would venture to Chicago, they would have 

to withstand a vicious attack from somewhat unexpected quarters. 

Writing under the headline "Musicians Reject New Political 

34 Charles Kaiser, 1968 in America: Music. Pollt&s.aos. C- . . 
the Sha~ina of a Generation (New York: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1988), pp, 1 60- 
161 
35 Kunen, p. 39-40. 
36 Avom et al., p. 1 1 8. 
37 Hoffman, Motion Pi- p. 1 39 



Exploitersf' RoUing Stone editor Jann Werner tore into the Yippies 

in early May. 
A self-appointed coterie of political "radicals" without a legitimate 

constituency has formed itself into a "Youth International Party," 

opened up offices in New York City and begun a blitzkrieg campaign 

to organize a "hip" protest at the 1968 Democratic National 

Convention in Chicago during August. Their techniques are as old 

fashioned as those of any city-boss politician, as upto-date as the 

cleverest Madison Avenue "media buyer'' and as brassy as any show 

biz promotion man. It looks like a shuck.38 

Citing the ill-planned Grand Central Yip-In, Wenner asked of 

Hoffman, Rubin and the Yippies: 
"What indeed are they "going to do." Rubin had better find out, 

because he has invited a hell of a lot of people to serious injury and 

possible death. He had better find out, because it may not turn out to 

be as "fun" as he is touting it to be.39 

Ironically, despite his well-founded suspicions of violence, 

Wenner was denounced as a capitalist shuck in the underground 

press, and his magazine would subsequently move to the left, as 

we shall see in the next chapter.40 

In Chicago, even the staff of the underground newspaper The 

Seed, which had been recruited to be the Yippie voice in the 

Windy City, was beginning to have second thoughts about the 

"Festival of Life." Robert Kennedy had been assassinated in early 

June, and it appeared that the other anti-war candidate, Eugene 

McCarthy, was merely going to be attending Hubert Humphrey's 

38 May 1 1,1968. 
39 &J& 
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coronation. The Chicago authorities refused to issue permits for 

the demonstration, and the formerly pacifist staff of The Seed 

were beginning to see the storm that was coming. The Seed's 

editor Abe Peck (who had adopted the name Abraham Yippie) 

wrote: 
The word is out. Many people are into confrontation. The Man is 

into confrontation .... Chicago may host a Festival of Blood .... But people 

are still into the Festival flash .... 
It was a chance to pull off a freaked-out fun-fest in a large city. 

It probably was the last chance for a long time .... There are many 

reason to disrupt the Death Gala. If you feel compelled to cavort, 

then this is action city. There is no reason to wear flowers for 

masks .... As individuals, we may join in trying to stop Hubert the 

Hump. As a group, our advice is-- 

Don't come to Chicago if you expect a five-day Festival of Life, 

music and love.41 

Despite their reservations, Abe Yippie and the rest of The 

Seed staff would participate in the festival. In the last issue of the 

paper before the convention, PecWYippie again warned the wary 

to stay away, while Hoffman wrote about the end of pacifist 

flower power, saying that The Seed ... 
is not a Movement paper, but a family affair. That's not a putdown. 

The Seed is a movement paper that teaches by example--LOOK, WE 
ARE A FAMILY-HERE IS OUR SOUL--WE DO OUR THING--YOU DO 

YOURS. It's an important message. Rut .... the Seed is the last in the 

line of flower papers. Gone is the San Francisco Oracle, gone to the 

hills; gone is the LA Oracle, off to the seashore; gone is the Boston 

Avatar. .... How can a newspaper such as the Seed, which is supposed 

to be in the Zen tradition ... persist in labeling things political or 
apolitical? ...J oy is picking flowers in the woods. Joy is punching a 
cop when he steps on your toe .....J oy is saying no and living no to a 

41 Abe Peck in fie Seed ,quoted in Peck, p. 109. 



government grown old and evil ....J oy is just another name for an 

American liquid soap. Bubble! Bubble! If you want to have the most 

together, exciting intense time of your life, you can have it in 

Chicago. 42 

To say that those days in Chicago were intense is rather an 

understatement. About ten thous& protesters showed up to be 

gassed and beaten by Chicago's Finest. The official Walker report 

later determined that there had been a riot, only that it was the 

police that rioted. Along with demonstrators, bystanders and a 

surprising number of reporters were beaten while the crowds 

chanted, "The whole world is watching, the whole world is 

watching! "43 Indeed, this the most media saturated 

demonstration of 1960s, changed the course of the counterculture 

and the political movement. Resistance was replaced by the 

apocalyptic desire for revolution. As Abe Peck wrote in his work 

on the underground press: 
It was important to press the authorities on Vietnam and the rest. 

But Chicago was a cusp. Before it, the Movement was against 

America's war in Vietnam; after, segments favored a war on 

America. Before it, the papers were open to a range of view; after, 

they were more politically aware-and more rigid. Within three 

weeks, this nonviolent person was babbling in the mainstream press 

about whether he'd be carrying a flower or a gun. 

Two issues after the convention, the Seed cover showed a pig 

dressed as a cop.44 

42 Hoffman in w, quoted in Peck, p. 1 1 2. 
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Chicago did not mark the end of Yippie. Later in 1968, the 

Yippie Film Collective released "Yippie!" which was their theatrical 

view of the Convention.45 The film began simply with the written 

statement: "The following is the official statement of the Youth 

International Party." This was followed by a scantily clad woman 

striking a gong bearing the face of Chicago mayor Richard Daley. 

Daley was shown stating how proud Chicago is to welcome the 

Democratic delegates, then the film shifted to De Mille footage of 

merriment and bacchanalia, representing the Yippies "Festival of 

Life" with the sounds of Phil Ochs' "I Ain't A-Marchin' Anymore." 

Throughout the film stock footage was used to create mood as 

when scenes of the Ku Klux Klan (from "Birth of a Nation") were 

used to represent the police chasing the escaping Yippies, who 

were represented by a Chaplinesque stunt flying scene. 

The film was effective in its use of Daley's own words. First 

his "shoot to kill arsonists, shoot to maim looters" footage was 

shown, followed by the soundtrack of his most famous blunder: 

"The policeman isn't there to create disorder, the policeman is 

there to preserve disorder." 

The frlm even had an advertisement for a Yippie Helmet. The 

salesman demonstrated how a policemads truncheon is effective 

against the protection nature provides. He proceeded to pulverize 

an egg, squash, eggplant, and pumpkin ("The closest thing to a 

human head"). Then he prepared to strike his human specimen. 

45 Yippie Film Coilective, "%pippie!", 1 968. 



At the point of impact, the film cut to a picture of a bloodied 

victim of the "police riot." 

The most effective portion of the film was footage of actual 

police hearings. The voice-over appeared to be done as the film 

was being watched. Therefore one got the dramatic effect of the 

narrator reacting to the vicious police attacks as he was reporting: 
Tkre police were criticized for using more than normal restraint in 

the performance of. ..OH MY GODLtheir duties. 

The viewer was introduced to the Yippie candidate for 

President, a (four-legged) Pig, who had members of the Veterans 

and Reservists to End the War as his secret service agents. And 

the narrator explained that the Yippie election promises included 

eternal life and free pay-toilets. 

The narrator explained that Yippies do not hate America, they 

just feel that the American dream has been betrayed. Therefore, 

"early in '69 the Yippies will be in Washington for the 

inauguration of the Pig," the implication being that regardless who 

won, it would be a Pig. The Yippies had succeeded in molding 

cultural style with political commitment. 

The film ended with the handler holding the snout of "the Pig" 

up to the camera and the voice-over imitated Porky Pig with, 

"Th.,.thdh..,that's NOT all folks!" 

For the Yippies however, their moment was past. In 1969, 

the collapse of SDS would take center stage, only to be outshone 

by the youth culture's greatest triumph: Woodstock. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Participants in the the Movement seriously misread the 

results of the "police riot" in Chicago, and the growing tendency for 

the authorities to respond to unrest or protest with tactics not 

dissimilar to those used by that municipality's authorities. But it 

was not external pressures placed upon the youth movement 

which led to its demise so much as it was the internal 

disintegration of its political wing. The growing militancy within 

the principle organ of the New Left, the Students for a Democratic 

Society, ultimately destroyed SDS and the New Left, but the 

militants themselves did not abandon the personal and social 

ideals associated with New Left counterculture. Indeed, the 

cultural wing of the youth movement would have its crowning 

achievement at the Woodstock Music Festival, an event which has 

been primarily portrayed as non-political, largely because of an 

incident involving the omnipresent Abbie Hoffman. But 

Woodstock did have a political element, apparent in the music 

played there, the music of the young generation of the Sixties, Rock 

and Roll. 

The Yippies' initial reading of the Chicago demonstration was 

that it had been a major step forward in the movement against the 

Vietnam War, the American government, and the "Establishment". 

As Yippie Jerry Rubin said: 
We wanted exactly what happened, we wanted the tear gas to get so 
heavy that the reality was tear gas. We wanted to create a situation 



in which Chicago police and the Daley administration and the 
federa1 government and the United States would self-destruct. The 
message of the week was of an America ruled by force. That was a 
big victory. 1 

It is not too to understand how radicals could come to 

such a conclusion. Since members of the press had been beaten 

along with protesters, the national television networks had made 

the unprecedented decision to provide live, unedited coverage of 

the bloody scene. Thus as harassed demonstrators chanted, "The 

whole world is watching," a goodly portion probably was. The 

demonstrators were even vindicated later by the conclusions of 

the commission established to investigate the disturbances. It 

concluded that a "police riot" had occurred. 

Nevertheless, any cry of "Victory!" was premature. If 

anything, Chicago marked the beginning of the end for the 

political wing of youth culture. Although the actions of Mayor 

Daley's police force caused shock and dismay, the American public 

placed most of their blame on the demonstrators for instigating 

the confrontation. In November, 1968, Americans elected Richard 

Nixon to the presidency, giving support to his platform of law and 

order, and his promise of a "secret plan" to end the war in 

Vietnam. On the one hand Nixon began to bring at least some of 

the boys home, while replacing the draft with a lottery, thus 

appearing to wind down the war. On the other hand Nixon and his 

Attorney General John Mitchell embarked on a program of 

repression against the New Left. Continuing the work begun by J. 

Rubin quoted in Milton Viorst, Fire in the Streets: America in the 1960's (New 
Yo& Simon and Schuster, 1979), p. 423. 



Edgar Hoover, Mitchell authorized wiretaps ;and break-ins into the 

offices and homes of radicals, their friends, and families. In an 

increasingly repressive atmosphere, federal and state grand juries 

began to subpoena New Left activists and detain those who would 

not answer questions. 

The level to which the authorities were willing to go to quell 

unrest became apparent in Berkeley during the Battle for People's 

Park? In the spring of 1969, an empty lot near the University of 

California at Berkeley was at the center of an uprising among the 

radicals and hip community surrounding the university. The 

former site of a housing unit, the University-owned property had 

become a makeshift parking lot, when a small group of radicals 

decided it was a good place to build a "People's Park." The 

radicals were hoping to create a coalition between themselves and 

hippies, but to their surprise that codition already existed. 

In an almost spontaneous act of community, thousands of 

students and local hip residents worked in confused cooperation 

to make the lot into a park--complete with flowers and vegetable 

gardens. Although the site was University property, the radicals 

invoked the principle of user's rights. If the University was not 

going to develop the property than it forfeited its rights to it. 

Just as white settlers had appropriated land from the Indians, so 

the Berkeley community argued it was appropriating the park 

because they were making better use of the property. 

On People's Park see, W.J. Rorabaugh, Berkelev at War: The 1 960s (New York: 
Oxfwd University Press, 1 989), pp. 1 55-1 66. 



Th@ University officials did not stand idly by, however. The 

police were ordered to build a fence around the park. This 

sparked a week-long battle between supporters of the park and 

police, who were backed up by county sheriffs and eventually the 

National Guard. Helicopters were used to drop tear gas on the 

park's neighborhood, People's Park supporters were attacked and 

beaten, and in the first officially sanctioned use of guns against 

white demonstrators in the sixties, about one hundred protesters 

suffered injuries. For one, the injuries were fatal. 

The fence surrounding the park would not be removed. But 

the idea of the park represented the Movement at its most 

utopian. In one small comer of America, a hip community had 

established a brief oasis. On Memorial Day, 1969, 25,000 to 

50,000 people peacefully marched to support the idea of 

community that lay at the heart of People's Park. 

The force used to quell the People's Park uprising was only an 

extreme example of the new repression used by American 

authorities facing growing unrest among American youth. This 

unrest had become apparent in the offices of Rolling Stone where 

Jann Wenner made a drastic turn in the magazine's editorial 

direction. Before the Democratic Convention, Wenner was wary of 

political radicalism. After, he (somewhat reluctantly) realized the 

allegiances of his readers. In an introduction to the April 5, 1969 

issue, a special issue on the "American Revolution 1969," Wenner 

wrote: 
Like it or not, we have reached a point in the social, cultural, 
intellectual and artistic history of the United States where we are all 



going to be affected by politics. We can no longer ignore it. It: 

threatens our daily lives a d  our daily happinesses. The new 

political movements we feel d l  around us can no longer be left at the 

periphery of the artistic consciousness. 

Our black population and our student population have finally 

declared themselves sick and tired of desolation row and finished 

with the old folks home at the college. The blacks and students are 
our brothers and they are doing something which we must take 
awareness of. And we must participate in it because they arc 

fighting a fight against our enemies, even if our participation is just 

by the fact of awareness itself. 

These new politics are about to become a part of our daily Hves, 
and willingly or not, we are in it.3 

This increasingly vigorous campaign of repression would of 

course have a detrimental effect on the activities of radicals, but, 

it was internal divisions which would ultimately lead to the 

demise of the New Left. The New Left had formed around the 

issues of peace, civil rights, and reform--its adherents hoped for 

sweeping changes to American society. By the late 1960s, 

however, factionalism was growing in the New Left over the 

means to effect change, and in particular, the use of violence. 

Witness the collapse of the premier New Left organization: 

Students for a Democratic Society. 

At the beginning of 1969, SDS seemed to be stronger than 

ever; the number of local chapters had risen to 304, with as many 

as 70,000 members; but the organization was actually on the 

brink of disintegration.4 The crisis that brought SDS to this 

precipice was the tripartite ideological dispute between the 

Rollir(ll Stone, April 5, 1 969, insert p. 1. 
4 Kirkpatrick Sale, SeS (New York: Random House, 1 973), p. 529. 



Progressive Labor faction, the leadership of the National Ofice, 

and the "action faction" extremist grouping. 

The Progressive Labor faction (PL) had been the students' 

wing of the Progressive Labor Party in the early sixties under the 

name of the May 2nd Movement (M-2-M). It was formed in 1960 

by proChinese Marxists who left the American Communist Party 

at the time of the Sino-Soviet split. The Party formed M-2-M in 

1964 as a front to agitate on campuses against the Vietnam War. 

In February, 1966, however, the Progressive Labor Party 

disbanded M-2-M, stating that the organization had served its 

purpose of promoting anti-imperialism in the student movement, 

and SDS in particular. But it was a return to a more orthodox 

Marxism--the idea of proletarian revolution--that lay behind the 

dismantling of M-2-M which had come to support the idea of a 

third world revolution.5 

Just when PL was turning back to Karl Marx, many young 

radicals in M-2-M were looking to the new theories of Lin Piao. 

In 1965, Lin Piao wrote, what became in translation, "Long Live 

the Victory of the People's War", in which he insisted that the 

Communists in China succeeded in their revolution by first taking 

over the countryside before attacking the remaining urban 

outposts. In Lin Piao's analysis, the Third World was akin to the 

Chinese countryside, and the imperialist First World, especially 

the United States, was the equivalent of urban China. Initially the 

5 0, Regressive Labour and the May 2nd Movement, see Viorst, pp. 472-476. 



Third World would succumb to sociatist revolution, then the First 

World would fall. 

For many radicals who already admired the likes of Castro, 

Mao, and Che Guevara, Lin Piao's theory was taken as gospel. Jim 

Mdon, an M-2-M supporter and later a Weatherman, was one 

such radical: 
When I read [Lin Piao], I realized that this was the way I had been 

thinking all along. Revolution to me then was the Cuban revolution, 

the African revolutions, the Chinese revolution. That was it, Third 

World revolutions. Even then I thought, God, we Americans may be 

the last holdout. We may be the fascist center with all the rest of the 

world liberated.6 

Along with PL's desire to reassert the classic Marxist model of 

class struggle, the parent organization objected to M-2-M's 

increasing identification with the New Left, and its countercultural 

lifestyle of blue jeans, drugs, long hair and sexual promiscuity. PL 

doc trine held that revolutionaries had to blend in with the 

proletariat and reject offensive lifestyles that would conflict with 

class consciousness. 

Many M-2-M people saw the disbanding of M-2-M as a 

refutation of their lifestyle and revolutionary thought. The 

student wing of Progressive Labor had become unorthodox and 

New Left while its parent organization reverted to orthodoxy and 

Old Left rhetoric. 

After the dismantling of M-2-M, both the disillusioned 

adherents of Third World revolution, and the PL doctrinaires 

began to enter the ranks of SDS. The former were attracted to the 



similar iCeals and the co~mtercul~~rdl fi-eedom of SDS, while the 

latter were under instructions to Wiltrate and take over the 

student New Left. 

The Progressive Labor leadership had concluded that it had 

more to gain by controlling its members in SDS than by 

maintaining M-2-M-after all, SDS membership numbered in the 

thousands, M-2-M had only a few hundred adherents. 

Furthennore, SDS appeared to be wallowing in an ideological 

vacuum, while PL's Marxist ideology was weil established. The PL 

leadership assumed that many radicals in SDS were tired of the 

apparent aimlessness of the organization and would leap at the 

opportunity to adopt PL's rigorous and disciplined doctrine. 

SDS had no defense against PL's SDS was loosely 

organized, its leadership was non-authoritarian and it prided itself 

on being non-exclusive. (These open qualities were part of what 

made it so popular.) Therefore, no attempt was made to stop PL 

people from joining SDS at the national or chapter level. 

The National Office initially withstood PL's attempt to gain 

control over the organization. SDS continued to adhere to the 

student New Left belief that "students and young intellectuals, by 

fighting against the psychological and cultural repressions of 

industrial society, would create the revolution both for themselves 

and for mankind as a whole."' This belief was completely 

contradictory to the PL position that students should ally 

Irwin Unger, The Movement: A History of the American New Left 1 959- 1 972 ( 
New Y d c  Harper and Row, 1 974), p. 1 61. 



themselves with industrial workers to create a proletarian 

revolution. 

While battling the increasing influx of PL sympathizers, SDS 

was also coming under increased pressure from the growing 

"action faction" within the organization. In the wake of Columbia, 

Chicago, Czechoslovakia and the French student revolt, there was 

increasing pressure to resort to confrontational or violent tactics. 

Violent rhetoric was on the rise. Furthermore, black activists, 

especially the Black Panthers, were inspiring white radicals with 

increasing violence both in words and action. The public began to 

identifv the New Left with violent street fighting. This image, 

enhanced by the media, was difficult to dispel, as many young 

activists began to believe violence would be a very useful 

mechanism for bringing change or, as they put it, "for bringing the 

war home." 

One source of this new "action faction" within SDS was the 

Ohio-Michigan regional SDS which counted future Weathermen Bill 

Ayers, Jim Mellon and Terry Robbins as members. These activists 

believed that SDS should commit itself to more campus uprisings 

and other confrontational acts. By June of 1968, the "action 

faction" had succeeded in electing one of its own, Bemardine 

Dohrn, to one of the three national offices of SDS. Another 

important "action faction" member was Mark Rudd, the Columbia 

SDS leader.8 

8 Ibid.. pp. 160-161. 



All through 1968, the National office of SDS had succeeded in 

thwarting PL attempts to take over the organization. The struggle 

was pushing SDS further to the left though, into the realm of the 

nihilist action faction types. Increasingly, the vague principles 

and ideals that formed SDS were overshadowed by increasingly 

revolutionary, militant and leftist rhetorical statements. In 

December 1968, National Secretary Mike Klonsky issued "Toward 

a Revolutionary Youth Movement" which was subsequently 

adopted by SDS. The "Revolutionary Youth Movement" (RYM) 

statement represented an important change in outlook for SDS. 

Too much emphasis had been placed on the revolutionary 

potential of students, the RYM maintained. SDS had neglected the 

working class, especially the young worker. The RYM statement 

recognized the growing youth culture as a distinct and potentially 

revolutionary entity. It became SDS's duty to organize that 

revolutionary potential. It was not SDS's duty to overthrow the 

capitalist system-that would only come after the radicalization of 

the entire working class. 

The RYM statement also claimed that blacks were another 

distinct revolutionary entity. This ran contrary to the PL position 

that blacks were just another part of the working class; the 

position that racism was just a device used to oppress all workers 

economically. The RYM maintained that the status of blacks was 

defined by race and that racism was not overtly economic, but 

cultural. Whites could support the black struggle, but this 

remained a largely black issue. 



While the RYM was passed by SDS, it did not satisfy the 

"action faction", and the National Office of SDS split into another 

two factions. The supporters of Klonsky's RYM statement, now 

revised and known as RYM 11, fomed one faction. The other was 

made up of the "action faction" that continued to endorse 

aggressive tactics against the "Establishment". This group would 

become known as Weatherman. 

The inevitable conf?ontation came at the SDS national 

convention in June, 1969.9 About fdteen hundred to two 

thousand delegates met in Chicago. The National Office, made up 

of supporters of RYM and action factioners, was still united in its 

effort to end the influence of PL. Two position papers were put 

forth. One was a restatement of the RYM statement. The other, 

entitled "You Don't Need a Weatherman to Know Which Way the 

Wind Blows", would be the paper that would give the name 

Weatherman to the "action faction". 

The Weatherman statement was rife with the new 

revolutionary rhetoric.10 The working class was not a factor in 

the coming revolution, because they had been co-opted by the 

shiny trinkets of material affluence, achieved at the expense of 

the Third World and blacks. Whites were afflicted by "white skin 

privilege": their colour determined their economic and social 

status. But the worldwide revolution was at hand, and in America 

it would be led by "the internal colony within the confines of the 

9 On this convention and the split between PL and SDS see Viorst, pp. 487-49 1 ; 
Unger, pp. 1 64-1 79, and Sale, 479ff. 
10 The Weatherman manifesto is printed in Harold Jacobs, ed. W e a m  
(Ramparts Press, 1 970), pp. 1 6-38. 



oppressor nation", i.e. blacks. Whites were not needed to bring 

about the revolution, but it was imperative that white 

revolutionaries take action to give material and not merely moral, 

support to the black and Third World struggles. 

What was important about the Weathermen in the context of 

this thesis was their attachment to the counterculture, to the 

youth culture. The manifesto was written in the hip style that 

was influenced by and appealed to the young masses. Although 

full of left-wing militant rhetoric, the language included that of 

the streets. For example, the authorities were, of course, referred 

to as "pigs". 

The Weatherman paper also lauded the revolutionary 

potential of the youth of America, especially lower class high- 

school-aged whites. These Americans were "workers"; they had 

no means of production. They had seen active revolt in Vietnam, 

Cuba, Africa and at home. Imperialism threatened them through 

the draft, youthful unemployment, and a decaying school system. 

Finally they were less tied to adult society having no womes 

about job seniority, family obligations, and mortgages. They had 

their own culture which was at odds with that of their parents 

and American tradition. 

Perhaps more indicative of the cultural attachments of the 

Weathermen was the source of the title of their manifesto. Rather 

that turn to Marx (Youth of the World: Unite!?), the Weathermen 

turned to a personality with whom they and their supposed 

constituency were much more familiar and comfortable. The title 

"You Don't Need a Weatherman to Know which Way the Wind 



Blows" came not from Marx, Engels, Mao, Castro or Lin Piao. It 

was a line from "Subterranean Homesick Blues", written and 

performed by Bob Dylan in 1965, just when he was on the cusp 

between folk and rock music. By 1969, Dylan's music had become 

more introspective, following a near fatal motorcycle accident in 

1966, and although he maintained his popularity while appearing 

less political, his earlier work did not loose its influence on fans, 

like the Weathermen. Dylan reflected both sides of the 

political/cultural coin. He spoke for a generation that appreciated 

his political views as portrayed in his music, as well as his more 

spiritual and personal music as it was emerging after his brush 

with death. 

Apart from the influence of rock music, the Weathermen, like 

so many of the political radicals, also embraced other aspects of 

the youth culture. Drugs and sex played important roles in 

Weatherman political life. Jim Mellon, an early member of the 

Weathermen, remembered how this ever present duo came to be 

viewed as political tools by the militant cadres: 
Sex and drugs also became very important at this time. There had 

always been a lot of both but, until then, it was accompanied by 

hilarity and fun. The rest of society was regarded as backward for 

not enjoying it. Then sex and drugs acquired a political quality, like 

you showed your leadership in violence by expressing yourself 

sexually, or by how much LSD you could take and nor freak out.11 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the political Weathermen were 

concerned more with their experiences than with adhering to 

their dogma. Sensation preceded substance. Mellon continued: 



In those days we used the expression "Do It," which meant seize the 

initiative, take strong and spontaneous action. There was an esteem 

for peopEe who could "Do It" sex and drugs and violence, and a 

feeling that all the sensual pleasure in them was somehow 

connected. 

One time in our house, Bill [Ayers] and Jeff uones] said, let's seize 

the initiative and have an orgy, and so they took off all their clothes. 

Twenty other people did, too, and lay down on mattresses on the 

floor. And they all did it, because they were supposed to, for the 

revolution. 12 

The Weathermen engaged in all manners of sexual 

ewerimentation. Monogamy was abolished, ostensibly because it 

had exploited women, in favour of open relationships. In theory 

this was supposed achieve the destruction of counterrevolutionary 

bourgeois backgrounds, but in reality it was embraced to increase 

the realm of possible experiences. 

Despite increasing political rhetoric, the radicals of the New 

Left did not cut themselves off from the counterculture. Their call 

for violent revolution turned off most youth, including those on 

the left. Yet even as they became isolated politically, they 

continued to participate in the experience of youth culture, for it 

was theirs. 

Participation in the counterculture was in itself a political act. 

The counterculture was a repudiation of traditional American 

principles, morals and values. Cultural extremists, those who 

chose to "drop out1' were engaged in political action. "Dropping 

out" was a political statement; covert perhaps, but a statement 

nonetheless. The rise of the hippie commune in the late sixties 



was a direct condemnation of American society. In effect, 

thousands of countercultural radicals were telling American 

society that it was corrupt, diseased and dysfunctional. Until 

America healed itself, or accept the change offered by radicals, the 

counterculture would have to create its own societies. If hnerica 

could redeem herself, then the communes would empty, as their 

citizens emerged into the new perfect society. 

But in the meantime, the counterculture would create its own 

societies, or if short of that, societal enclaves. The Haight- 

Ashbury, the East Village, and countless other mini-bohemias 

would appear in most major cities in America. They would be 

plagued by poverty, crime, commercialism and cynicism, but they 

did covertly condemn American society, and many of the 

disenchanted youth of America flocked to them. Yet for one 

weekend in August of 1969, one event, one legend, would 

outshine all the countercultural communities. The Woodstock 

Music Festival would arm American youth culture as perfect, 

loving, just, and beautiful. 

There were all the earmarks of a momentous disaster. The 

weather was wet and cold, the field became a sea of mud. The 

facilities could barely maintain services for the crowds. Food and 

water were scarce. Traffic was horrendous. There was no way to 

collect the tickets-gate-crashers simply walked in--because the 

gates were not ready when the crowds began to arrive. Despite 

the odds however, the Woodstock Music Festival would enter the 



youth culture lexicon as the high-water point in the history of the 

Six ties Counterculture. 

Approximately 70,000 people were expected, but the actual 

numbers reached between 300,000 and a half million hip revelers. 

No one could have predicted the success of the festival. Three 

days of rock music played to a half million peace-loving, long- 

haired, drug-using Aquarians on a donated field in New York. 

Peace and love reigned supreme. Thirty-one acts entertained the 

multitudes who in turn entertained each other. There was dancing 

(not always to the on-s tage music), skinny-dipping, love-making , 
crafts, and a cornucopia of mind-altering chemicals for the 

amusement of all. But what about politics? 

In most examinations of the Woodstock phenomenon, the 

conclusion is made that the politics of the youth culture-anti-war, 

anti-racism, an ti-imperialism, an ti-es tablishment-played little or 

no role at Woodstock.13 One celebrated incident occurred between 

Abbie Hoffman and Pete Townshend of the Who. High on acid, 

Abbie rushed on stage to give a political speech, and, though this is 

where there is some confusion, something happened. 

A few weeks before Woodstock, John Sinclair, the founder of 

Michigan's cultural radical White Panther Party was sentenced to 

ten years in prison after being convicted for possession of two 

marijuana cigarettes that he gave to two undercover policemen. 

For example, only Abbie Hoffman represents the politicos in Joel Makower's 
e Q&Ji&xy (New York Doubleday, 1 989). In Ed Ward, Geoffrey 

Stokes and Ken Tucker, BPI;jl: of Aaes: The Stone Historv of Rock and Roll (New 
Yo& Summit W s ,  1986), the politics of Woodstock is not mentioned. Nor does it 
play a significant role in Robert S. Spitz, Barefoot in El&vlon: The Cration of the 

k Music Festival. 1 969 (New York: Viking Press, 1 979). 



Sinclair was a loud spokesman against police harassment of the hip 

community, and many, Abbie Hoffman, included, saw his heavy 

sentence as wildly excessive, and as a shining example of the 

growing official repression against the Movement. So Abbie 

wanted to make an onstage announcement in support of John 

Sinclair. Michael Lang, a coproducer of the festival, was with 

Abbie just before the incident. He recalled the incident like this: 
We talked for a while and I think he had taken a little too much acid, 

I said, "Why don't you come up and watch The Who?" I sat him down 

at the side of the stage and we were sitting there. He kept saying, "1 

gotta go say something about John Sinclair, I gotta say something 

about John Sinclair." I said, "It's not really the time. Nobody really 

wants to hear that right now. There's an act on stage and it's just not 

the time for this." I guess we were more than twenty minutes into 

the set and he couldn't take it any more. He just could not contain 

himself and he leaped up and ran to the microphone and started 

talking about John Sinclair. He got maybe a sentence out--they 

were in the middle of it-and Pete Townshend turned around and 

whacked him. And I guess he was stunned. Anyway, he jumped off 
the front of the stage onto the camera platform and then into the 

crowd and ran off and that was the last time I'd seen him.14 

Writing in 1969, Abbie appeared to have a hazy recollection of the 

event. All through the festival, stage announcements had been 

made between the acts giving out a lot of information about the 

drinking water, bad drugs in circulation, and the like. Hoffman 

believe his announcement was just as valid, and when the 

organizers showed reluc tance, he decided to act independently: 
The rock group had just ended the set and seeing how the mike 

wasn't being used I sauntered up and in my black-leather acid voice 

shouted something at the People Hill like: 

14 Michael Lang quoted in Makower, p. 236. 



The politics of the event is Pot. Dig it! John Sinclair's in 

fwkin prison ten years for two fuckin joints. We ought 

to bust John out of prison or all this peace and music don't 

mean ... CLICK 

Well I didn't give a shit if they cut the mike off. I got it out 

anyway. 1 5 

While it appears that Abbie only went to the mike once, in 

Woodstock Nation he wrote that he again ran on stage, just as the 

Who was tuning up: 
I lunged forward, grabbed the mike and shouted out "FREE JOHN 

SIN. .." (CRASH!). Pete Townshend, lead guitarist, had clonked me 

over the head with his electric guitar, and I crumpled on the stage. 

There we were shaking fists at each other and yelling, him doing 

stuff like "Get the fuck outta here," and me doing the "You fascist 

pig" number.' 6 

In later years, Abbie would remember the incident differently: 
It could have been between The Who doing a song, then readjusting 

their instruments. It could have been before The Who came on, or 

during their set. But they weren't playing. I didn't run up and grab 

the mike out of Peter Townshend's hand, that's for sure. There was a 

pause, and I got up to make my announcement. So they cut off the 

mike and I exploded. I said, "What the fuck did they do that for?" and 

I kicked the mike. And as I turned around to walk back, I remember, 

Townshend was turning around and we bumped-that was it, we just 

b~rn~ed.17 

Abbie's biographer, Marty Jezer, suggested that Abbie changed his 

story to ease his embarrassment.18 

' 5  In Abbie Hoffman Woodstock Nation published in The Rest of 4hbie Hoffman (New 
Yo&, Four Walls Eight Windows, 1989), p. 181. 

ihbi. p 182 
17 Abbie Hoffman quoted in Makower, p. 238. 

Jezer, p. 190. 



For many, this moment would sum up the relationship 

between the political and the cultural wings of the Movement. 

Rolling Stone, in its post-Woodstock issue, stated simply of 

Townshend's action: "That is the relationship of rock to politicsWl9 

Townshend has been quoted as saying that his encounter with 

Hoffman was "the most political thing I ever did."zo Or maybe 

Townshend was just feeling mischievous or belligerent. Rolling 

Stone reported that later in the set: 
When a movie cameraman moved in on Roger Daltry [The Who's 
vocalist], Townshend then kicked that man square in the ass and off 

the stage. There were no protests either tirne.21 

This single event cannot define the entire Woodstock festival 

as apolitical.22 Nor can it illustrate any relationship between rock 

music and the political aspects of the youth culture. Along with 

drugs and sex, a love of rock music defined a good part of the 

countercultural ethic, and many rock musicians espoused the 

same values as their admiring fans. (At least from the fans point 

of view. Whether or not the musicians were sincere or only using 

popular themes to make more cash, as cynics would like to 

believe, is beyond the scope of this paper.) The Who, with the 

exception of "My Generation" were not considered to be an overtly 

political band. Other performers did have publicly political views 

however. 

19 Rdlino Sept. 20,1969, p. 24. 
20 Peck, p. 1 80. 
21 P o l l i n  Sept. 20, 1969, p. 24. 
22 In fact, Hoffman claims that he was congratulated by the crowd after he jumped 
off the stage: "And people would slap me and say, 'You said it right. You told it, 
brother.'"(Makower, p. 238) 



Richie Havens opened Woodstock with his brand of folk- 

protest songs, and even made up "Freedom" on the spur of the 

moment. A strong anti-war advocate Joan Baez was famous for 

telling good girls to say yes to boys who say no. What she meant 

was to support your local draft dodger. 

Vietnam also raised the ire of Country Joe and the Fish who's 

" f -Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'-To-Die Rag" was quite blunt: 
Come on Mothers throughout the land, 

Pack your boys off to Vietnam 

Come on Fathers, don't hesitate 

Send your son off before it's too late. 

Be the first ones on your block 

To have your boy come home in a box. 

And its 1-2-3, what are we fightin' for? 

Don't ask me, I don't give a damn. Next stop is Vietnam 

And it's 5-6-7, open up the pearly gates. 

Well, there ain't no time to wonder why, 

Whoopee!--We're all gonna die. 

Equally blunt was the famous "Fish Cheer" which began with 

"Gimme an F" and, at Woodstock, ended with multitudes 

responding to "What's that spell?" with a tumultuous "FUCK!" 

which was a fairly direct attack upon traditional American 

manners and morals. 

Arlo Guthrie, carrying on the tradition of his father, Woody, 

sang songs of protest as well. His "Alice's Restaurant" became a 

famous anti-war, pro-counterculture anthem, and the simple tale 

of his being ineligible for the Army draft because of his criminal 

record (Guthrie was an unreformed, and relatively unrepentant, 

Utterer), eventually became a successful movie. 



Although their gentle harmonies belied the fact, Crosby, Stills, 

Nash and Young did have a political background that first became 

apparent when Neil Young and Stephen Stills were in Buffalo 

Springfield. In 1966 they recorded "For What It's Worth" which 

Stills had written in response to the LAFD beating the hippies off 

of Sunset Strip. 
There's something happening here 

What it is ain't exactly clear 

There's a man with a gun over there 

Telling me, I've got to beware 

I think it's time we stopped, children 

What's that sound? 

Everybody look what's going down. 

Four years later, as Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, the quartet 

would record their most famous anthem, Young's penned "Ohio", to 

commemorate and protest the Kent State killings. 
Tin soldiers and Nixon's coming 

We're finally on our own. 

This summer I hear the drumming, 

Four dead in Ohio. 

In fact, with few exceptions, the performers at Woodstock 

almost perfectly symbolized the aspirations of the crowds. This is 

most apparent by the strong representation of the "San Francisco 

Sound." The birthplace of the Be-Ins (of which Woodstock could 

be considered the largest example) and the spiritual home of the 

counterculture, San Francisco was also the home of, among others, 

the countercultural and political Jefferson Airplane, as well as 

Janis Joplin, and the icons of hippiedom: The Grateful Dead. The 

sound originating in San Francisco and later spreading to other 



centres, was clearly a product of countercultural sensibilities. It 

even took its name from the hip slang LSD, the counterculture's 

holy sacrament. Known as "acid rock", the psychedelic sound 

fueled the youth movement's culture and politics while 

simultaneously &awing inspiration from the wants and desires of 

the young. Yet this had been the role of rock music from its 

inception. 

The youth of America considered Rock and Roll to be their 

music. And in most ways, it was. Growing out of black rhythm 

and blues, Rock and Roll was born in the 1950s as the soundtrack 

for a new distinct youth culture which rejected much of adult 

authority. 

Spearheaded first by black artists like Chuck Berry and Little 

Richard, and later by pseudo-black whlte performers like Jerry 

Lee Lewis and Elvis Presley, Rock and Roll became the voice of a 

young generation lashing out at the morality and conformity of 

their elders. At least this is what many adults believed as they 

expressed shock and dismay at the frankness of rock music, 

concluding that it was to blame for teenage violence and 

delinquency. 

What was really feared however was the primal and erotic 

back beat of Rock and Roll; it was the music and not necessarily 

the lyrics which challenged American social conventions. The 

lyrical content of Rock and Roll often carried sacharine sentiments 

equivalent to those of its harshest critics. 

In the 1950s, Rock and Roll worshipped money and 

consumption. Chuck Berry sang numerous songs about that great 



American symbol of affluence and consumption, the automobile. 

In songs like "You Can't Catch Me" and "No Particular Place To Go", 

the automobile played an essential role in having fun. An 

apparently, more obvious example, was "Money" written by Berry 

Gordy, Jr. (the mastermind of the Motown sound): 
The best things in life are free 
But you can give them to the birds and bees 
I want money! 

That's what I want.... 

Your lovin' gives me such a thrill 
But your love it don't pay my bills. 
I want money! 
That's what I want.. .. 

But at the heart of "Money" was biting satire. Gordy actually 

wrote a scathing indictment of American materialism. While not 

overtly political, "Money" was an attack on the prevailing 

American ideals of consumerism and affluence in the years 

following World War Two; one that was echoed by America's 

youthful critics. Songs such as the Beatles "Can't Buy Me Love" 

and the Rolling Stones "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" were popular 

not only because they were Rock and Roll, but because they 

espoused the same sentiments that were sweeping America's 

pos t-war generations. 

Into the early Sixties, to fmd overtly political themes in 

popular music one had to turn to the field of folk music, and to 

one voice above all others: Bob Dylan. It was with Bob Dylan that 

the youth of America could hear songs to match the political 

sen timen ts they were increasingly espousing. Civil rights, peace, 



and societal evils in general were all topics covered in Dylan's 

material. And as a young man himself, he left little doubt as to 

who would correct the errors of the past: 
Now mothers and fathers throughout the land 

Don't criticize what you don't understand. 

Your sons and your daughters are beyond your command 

Your old road is rapidly fadin'. 

Get out of the new one if you can't lend a hand 

For the times they are a changin'. 

As mentioned in Chapter One, Dylan turned to rock music in 

1965 at the Newport folk festival, and his celebration of 

individualism above conformity and corporate socie ty, "Like A 

Rolling Stone" became his first (and only) number one hit. With 

this transition, Dylan liberated political music from the confines of 

folk, and brought it into the popular world of Rock and Ro11.23 

Perhaps Dylan was inspired to try rock music in 1963 when 

the Beatles came to America. Their impact on American music 

and culture cannot be overestimated. In the words of one 

witness: 
We were driving through Colorado. We had the radio on, and eight of 

the Top Ten songs were Beatles songs. In Colorado! "I Want to Hold 

Your Hand," all those early ones. They were doing things nobody 

was doing. Their chords were outrageous, and their harmonies made 

it all valid .... But I kept it to myself that I really dug them. 

Everybody else thought they were for the teenyboppers, that they 

were gonna pass right away. But it was obvious to me that they had 

staying power. I knew they were pointing the direction where 

music had to go .... In my head, the Beatles were it. ... It seemed to me 

23 1965 also saw the release of "Eve of Destruction" by Barry McGuire to which 
Todd Gitlin placed considerable political significance. (Gitlin, p. 1 95-1 97). 



a definite line was being drawn. This was something that never 

happened before.24 

This was the reaction of Dylan himself to the Beatles, one repeated 

millions of times in late 1963 and early 1964, and Dylan was 

right. Throughout the latter half of the 1960s, no one had the 

following that the Beatles garnered. Other bands, like the Rolling 

Stones, the Doors, or The Who, also attained mega-star status and 

were immensely popular, but it was the Beatles to whom the 

young looked for guidance and approval. In 1967, with the 

release of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club the Beatles cemented 

their already firm grip on the hearts and minds of young America. 

In the words of music critic Langdon Winner: 
The closest Western Civilization has come to unity since the Congress 

of Vienna in 181 5 was the week the Sgt. Pepper's album was released. 

In every city in Europe and America the stereo systems and radio 

played, "What would you think if I sang out of tune.... Woke up, got 

out of bed ... looked much older, and the bag across her shoulder ... in 

the sky with diamonds, Lucy in the ..." and everyone listened. At the 

time I happened to be driving across country on Interstate 80. In 
each city where I stopped for gas or f o o d - - M e ,  Ogallala, Moline, 

South Bend--the melodies wafted in from some far-off transistor 

radio or portable hi-fi. It was the most amazing thing I've ever 

heard. For a brief while the irreparably fragmented consciousness 

of the West was unified, at least in the minds of the young.25 

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band was the crowning 

achievement in the Beatles career. Using the cutting edge of 

musical technology and their own experiences with chemical 

technology the Beatles created the soundtrack for the 

24 Kaiser, p. xxii. 
25 



counterculture which was reaching its peak at the same time. 

Young fans were validated in their beliefs, and older critics had to 

admit that in the music of the Beatles-and by default the culture 

they supported and inspired--one could find elements of "art." 

Songs like "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" were perceived by 

Beatlemaniacs to be pro-drug culture hymns (although John 

Lennon insisted the song came from the title of a drawing done by 

his son, not from the initials L.S.D.) that legitimated their own 

experimentation with illegal substances. Another song, "All You 

Need Is Love" was a clear confirmation of counterculture ethics. 

When it came to politics however, the Beatles were less easy 

to define, yet their followers insisted on exploring the politics 

latent in the Beatles work. While joining their fans in questioning 

the war in Vietnam, the Beatles did not sing many overtly political 

anthems. One such anthem, which came out in August 1968, 

created a furor in the political wing of the Movement. In the first 

version (ultimately there v. 2r.e three) of "Revolution", John Lennon 

sang: 
You say you want a revolution 
Well you know 

we all want to change the world 
You tell me that it's evolution 
Well you know 
We all want t~ change the world 
But when you talk about destruction 
Don't you know that you can count me out 
Don't you know it's gonna be alright. 

Lennon was ever the pacifist ("All You Need is Love" was also a 

Lennon composition), and at a time when strutting militancy was 



on the rise in the New Left, his words hit like a wet mop. Many 

believed that he was copping out. Ramparts reaction to "It's 

gonna to be alright" was blunt: "It isn't." But others believed that 

the atburn version of tRevolution" ("Revolution 1" on the White 

Album) hedged on the issue. Lennon sang, "Don't you know that 

you can count me out - in" and the "shoo-be-do-wahs" after "It's 

gonna be alright" indicated that John knew that it was not. Also 

on the White Album Lennon would sing that "Happiness is a 

Warm Gun." Many fans saw sexual connotations in this song, but 

some (among them Charles Manson) saw this as a call to arrns.26 

This was at the end of 1968. 

In May of 1969, Rolling Stone reprinted two open letters from 

Black Dwarf, an English socialist revolutionary newspaper.27 In 

response to Lemon's drug arrest, John Hoyland wrote: 
Dear John: 

So they've done you after all. I didn't think they ever would. It's 

a nasty experience, and I offer you my sympathy for what it's worth. 

But I hope you won't be depressed about it. In fact I hope this 

experience will help you understand certain things that you seemed 

a bit blind to before. (That sounds patronising. But I can't think 

how else to put it ...) 

Above all: perhaps now you'll see what you're (we're) up against. 

Not nasty people. Not even neurosis, or spiritual undernourishment. 

What we're confronted with is a repressive, vicious authoritarian 

system. 

26 On the debate surrounding "Revolution", see Kaiser, p.2 1 3. On "Happiness ..." see 
Vincent Bugliosi, Helter (New York: Bantam Books, 1975), p. 326. 
27 The following quotes fmm the Hoyland-Lemon collection are found in 
"Revolution: The "Dear John" Letters" in the Rollina Stone editors, Bgf! of Paranoia 
(New York: Pocket Books, 1972), pp. 143-1 47. 



Hoyland went on to accuse Lemon of becoming part of that 

system despite the fact that he was hated by the authorities. 

According to him, Lemon's (and the Beatles) music was growing 

stale, no longer as vital as when he was taking acid, the music had 

"lost its bite", especially when compared to that of the Rolling 

Stones. The Stones had recently released "Street Fighting Man" 

which was considered by revolutionaries to be a militant anthem. 

Released only days after the 1968 Democratic Convention, the 

song definitely raised the ire of the authorities and the spirits of 

militant protesters--it was quickly banned in Chicago. Despite its 

subversive quality, the Stones' lead singer, Mick Jagger was 

hardly volunteering for the front lines: "Well what can a poor boy 

do/Except sing for a rock 'nn' roll band" Hoyland now preferred 

the Stones to the Beatles and was disappointed that Lennon had 

said his music was a "con." But maybe his arrest could become a 

revelation" 
As I said before, don't be too upset about it. In an unjust and corrupt 

society there is no dishonor in being arrested, and certainly none of 

us on the left we going to think any the worse of you for it. 

But learn from it, John. Look at the society we're living in, and 

ask yourself: why? And then-come and join us. 

Yours fraternally, 

John Hoyland 

John Lennon appreciated neither Hoyland's suggestions nor his 

political advice. In the reply, Lennon laid out his politics: 
Dear John: 

Your letter didn't sound patronizing--it was. Who do you think 

you are? What do you think you know? I'm not only up against the 

establishment but you, too, it seems. I know what I'm up 

against-narrow minds-rich/poor. All your relationships may be 



poisoned--it depends on how you look at it. What kind of system do 

you propose and who would run it? 

I don't remember saying "Revolution" was revolutionar y... . You 

say, "In order to change the world we've got to understand what's 

wrong with the world. And then-destroy it. Ruthlessly." You're 

obviously on a destruction kick. I'll tell you what's wrong with 

it--People-so do you want to destroy them? Ruthlessly? Until 

you/we change your/our heads-there's no chance. Tell me of one 

successful revolution. Who fucked up commurnism-christianity- 

capitalism-buddhism, etc.? Sick heads, and nothing else. Do you 

think all the enemy wear capitalist badges so that you can shoot 

them? It's a bit naive, John. You seem to think it's just a class war.... 

When I say we con people-I mean we're selling dreams. Friends 

of mine like Dylan and Stones, etc. who are doing their bit would 

understand what I said--ask them--then work it out. 

.... So suddenly the papers told you we were taking acid--two years 

after the event! So you decided that our music was best them .... 
Who's upset about the arrest? OK, I'll have a cup of tea. I don't 

worry about what you-the left-the middle the right or any 

fucking boys' club think, I'm not that bourgeois. 

Look man, I was/am not against you. Instead of splitting hairs 

about the Beatles and the Stones-think a little bigger--look at the 

world we're living in, John, and ask yourselE why? And then--come 

and join us. 

Love, 

John knnon 

P.S.: You smash it-and I'll build around it. 

John Lennon was consistent and outspoken in his politics. 

Despite his monetary success, his values remained with the 

counterculture; he had a politicized view of his art and his politics 

remained rooted in uncompromising pacifism.28 Lennon cared 

28 Lennonts pacifism mirrored the split in the Left between the pacifism of the 
majority and the increasingly violent militancy of the minority who believed that 
they were being betrayed by their former allies. 



enough about his politics, and what people thought about them to 

reply to an obscure British political magazine. In America, Rolling 

Stone, knowing that Lemon's fans also cared a b u t  his politics and 

were influenced by them, chose to publish these letters. 

But, Lennon was not the only musician who had political 

views. As we have seen, most of the performers at Woodstock 

shared Lemon's kinship with the audience and its cultural and 

political ideals. 

So the music of Woodstock--Rock and Roll: the music of a 

generation--reflected the political attitudes espoused by the 

multitudes gathered there. But politics was also present in the 

crowds. At the Yippies behest, the festival organizers were 

convinced (or blackmailed) into allowing a Movement city to 

establish itself at Woodstock.29 Little more than a collection of 

ramshackle tents and kiosks, Movement City was the official 

gathering place of every political group under the youth culture 

sun. It was here that festival-goers could pick up pamphlets and 

discuss the coming revolution with hard-core, but hip, politicos. 

But the rhetoric of the Yippies, the Weathermen and other groups 

was already losing its appeal with the majority of hip Americans. 

Abe Peck, editor of the Chicago Seed, recalls that the Movement 

City was mired in stagnant, inconclusive debates9 Instead the 

greatest political statement made at Woodstock was the ability of 

29 On the Yippie tactics with Woodstocks organizers, see Makower, pp. 107-1 1 1 ; 
Robert Stephen Spitz, mefoot in w o n :  The Creation of the W w  

1969 (New York: Viking Press, 1979), p. 1 64-1 68; and Abbie Hoffman, . - n to be a -on P c m  (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1980), pp. 180- 
182. 
30 Abe Peck, Uncoverina the S~xt~es 

. . 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1 98S), p. 1 78 



a half million freaks, hippies, radicals, and politicos to create a 

community (albeit shortlived) that eschewed traditional American 

values and remained peaceful, healthy and viable. If young 

Americans wanted to change America, Woodstock showed that 

maybe, with a little organization, they could. 

While Woodstock illustrated the positive potential of the 

Movement, its importance was largely missed by the militant left. 

The Weatherman reaction as printed in the SDS voice New Left 

Notes was blunt: 
Events like the Woodstock gentleness freakout ... indicate that as long 

as militancy isn't a threat, pig and ruling class approval is 
forthcoming .... Fuck hippie capitalism. Build culture in s t r ~ ~ ~ l e . 3 1  

These sentiments came in Weatherman's call to "Bring the War 

Back Home" by going to Chicago in October, 1969 and seeking 

violent confrontation. Known as the "Days of Rage", a handful of 

radicals fought a losing battle with Chicago authorities, mainly by 

racing through the Loop, breaking the windows of small 

businessmen. Weatherman naturally considered the event a great 

victory. But, if Woodstock was too gentle to be a threat to "the 

man", then the "Days of Rage" were too rough to appeal to "the 

people." Perhaps the political sentiment surrounding the ethic of 

Woodstock was impotent, but the sentiment surrounding 

Weatherman was, at its best, naive; at its worst, it was simply 

puerile, and very nasty. 

31 Originally in flew 1 e& Notes, Aug. 23, 1969. Quoted in Nancy Zaroulis and 
Gerald Sullivan, -eke Up?: w i c a n  Rotest A-t the War In V ~ e t m  . . 
1963 - 1975 (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1 984), p. 2 6 1 . 



It was this ugly side of the Movement that garnered the lion's 

share of attention in the late 1960s. Charles Manson, the Rolling 

Stones at Altarnont, and the dangerous antics of the Weathermen 

appeared to show that violence was on the rise. But violence 

remained a fringe which received a spotlight of publicity. The 

majority of hippieh-adical supporters frowned upon the growing 

nihilism. While many saw it as inevitable, few were pushed into 

violent action. When violent factions took control, and 

government repression grew unbearable, the majority appeared 

to drop out of the Movement. Yet the war was ended; public 

outcry over Watergate would finish Nixon's presidency; Rock and 

Roll flourished (in popularity, not critically); drugs continued to be 

used; the sexual revolution carried on; and new banners for gay 

rights, women's rights, community activism, the environment, and 

other causes were unfurled. 



A CENSUS AND CONCLUSION 

In 1979, Rex Weiner and Deanne Stillman conducted a census of 

the Sixties generation. Published as Woodstock Census, its findings 

revealed the connections between culture and politics.1 Asked to 

recall their attitudes of the 1960s, 62 percent of the survey's 

respondents considered themselves as having been hippies, 79 

percent said they had tried to shed middle-class values. A total of 

80 percent had used marijuana more than once or twice during the 

decade (43% were regular users, 19% used frequently). About 57 

percent had tied LSD (14% took acid regularly, 12% were frequent 

users). Since the survey was aimed at "the Woodstock Nation" such 

figures are not surprising. 

More important are the figures that show that these 

countercultural adherents were also politically motivated during the 

1960s. Only 7% said they had not been involved politically, 35 

percent somewhat involved, 23 percent very active, and 9 percent 

totally involved. We can assume that most would have been 

supporters of the principles of the Movement, for only 11 percent 

said they had been conservative or moderate in their political 

outlook. 3 7% had been liberals, while self-proclaimed radicals had 

numbered 43 percent. 80 percent had attended at least one 

demonstration (13% had attended more than 2O,39 % had gone to 

betww 1 and 5). On the issue that would come to dominate the 

political movement in the 1960s, the respondents to the survey fall 

1 Rex Weiner and Deanne Stillman, Woodstock Census (New York: The Viking Press, 
1979). 



heavily into one category: 74 percent of all respondents had 

demonstrated against the Vietnam War. If the Wmdsst#k Census 

results are to be accepted, then so to is the premise that the 

counterculture and the political movement (New Left) of the 1960s 

should be seen as inextricably connected. 

Those who participated in *=;.suth movement of Sixties 

America had connections to both the political and cultural camps. 

Indeed, probably only a small minority of radicals saw themselves as 

operating in purely political or cultural realms. Even the extremists 

in both groups were, perhaps unwittingly, infused with elements of 

the other. Political extremists embraced the counterculture even as 

their political dogma apparently became more doctrinaire. Cultural 

radicals who "dropped out" of society were making the political 

statement that American society was unworthy of maintenance. 

Once society's faults were corrected, whenever that might possibly 

be, America's voluntary exiles presumably could return. 

The counterculture and the New Left both drew the vast 

majority of their followers from the ranks of youth. Students formed 

the majority of the New Left, yet they also formed a large portion of 

the counterculture, whether or not they had literally "dropped out". 

The political ideals of young Americans went in tandem with their 

cultural ideals. It is not unusual then that the hot-bed of political 

activity, the university, was often linked to cultural enclaves. The 

University of California, Berkeley had Telegraph Avenue, and, across 

the Bay, the Haight-Ashbury; Columbia University had connections 

with the East Village counterculture; the University of Wisconsin at 

Madison was linked with that city's Miffland community. 



Everywhere the young gathered, one could hear Rock music mingling 

with cries to stop the draft. Youth was the natural constituency of 

the political and cultural movement. 

This thesis has argued that the New Left and the counterculture 

were connected, each influencing the other. This does not suggest a 

monolithic view of Sixties y o u .  in America, but challenges the 

current practice of examining the two groups as separate entities. 

There was a relationship, it was complex, but it existed nonetheless. 

The counterculture and the political movement known as the New 

Left were inextricably intertwined. Linked by common desires, 

aspirations and experience, they were the two faces of the Youth 

Culture Jams in America. 

The tragic result of the dominant current interpretation of 

Sixties history is not that the two groups are studied separately, but 

that only the excesses of each is eventually emphasized. As a result, 

the late Sixties have become associated with, in the words of Eugene 

Genevese, "fantasies of a revolutionary apocalypse--of a grand 

denouement that features the overthrow of the American state by an 

invincible army of acid-heads and surburbanites [sic]."z The vast 

majority o: young Americans rejected the rhetoric of the militants, 

and continued to work for change with less provocative means. The 

majority were not nihilists, they were, rather, those "who [had] lost 

patience with this cult of adolescence, who [were] interested in 

building a movement to change society and not merely in rebelling 

against society for the comfort of one's own soul, and who [could] 

Eugene Genarese, m d  a m k  Manian Fx~lorations in Southern and Afro- 
History (New York: Pantheon W s ,  1 971 ), p. 1 1. 



face the necessity of waging a long, hard struggle to reshape our 

national culture as well as our national politics 2 ' 3  Too much 

emphasis has been placed upon the nihilists, and not upon the 

majority of cultural and political activists who would end the war, 

champion black, gay, and women's rights, raise environmental issues 

to the fore, and serve their nation at the community and local level. 

Only recently has Time's "Now Generation" begun to achieve power 

at a national level. The Sixties shaped a generation as young 

Americans challenged America's cultural and political norms. That 

generation may yet shape the future, in a manner true to their 

countercultural, political origins. 

3 Ibid. 
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